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Abstract
I compare the quantum  and classical dynamics of a particle moving in a 
cosine potential while subject to a time-dependent force. I concentrate here 
on the behavior of an initially well-localized wave packet at times before the 
classically chaotic motion is fully developed. I find that the quantum  and 
classical dynamics are indistinguishable well beyond the Ehrenfest tim e where 
the wave packet delocalizes. The quantum and classical descriptions first 
differ precisely when the classical probability density is folded in the vicinity 
of a hyperbolic fixed point. At this point, the wave function acquires a nodal 
structure which I show to be the result of a simple beating phenomenon 
between paths in the semiclassical propagator.
When the interaction of the classical manifold with the hyperbolic fixed 
point leads to escape from the remnant separatrix, representing the onset of 
classical chaos, the interference associated with the tendril leads to a long- 
lived accumulation of quantum  amplitude on top of the cosine barrier. This 
effect also has a semiclassical interpretation, meaning tha t it arises from the 
interference between classical paths, but one must expand to second order in
vii
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Planck’s constant to describe the behavior correctly. Both the nodal struc­
ture and this pinning of amplitude on the barrier are dynamic mechanisms 
for the quantum  inhibition of mixing.
I then couple the system to a bath of harmonic oscillators in order to 
study the effect of the environment on these mechanisms. Although an os­
cillator bath environment brings dissipation as well as noise to the problem, 
the noise effect dominates for the high tem perature, weak coupling regime 
I study. When there is sufficient noise to render the interfering classical 
paths indistinguishable, I find that the quantum  interference gets erased. 
This dephasing occurs at very early times, long before there is appreciable 
dissipation of energy to the environment. Consequently, one can argue that 
the presence of an environment, even if its effect would be negligible in a 
nonchaotic setting, allows for the possibility of quantum  mixing.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Except for the “chaotician” in the cast of of Michael Crichton’s recent 
novel and film Jurassic Park[ 1], one finds the average person to be largely 
ignorant of the subject. Even bachelors in physics or engineering, except 
graduates within the last five to ten years from the more progressive schools, 
know little about the meaning or significance of chaos. One might infer 
from this that the subject is an esoteric one with little bearing on the real 
world. Actually, this is far from being true. Rather, the vast majority of 
physical systems display chaotic behavior while the paradigm systems studied 
at such length in the modern physics curriculum—the harmonic oscillator, 
the hydrogen atom and laminar flow, to name a few—represent but a small 
minority for which the motion is globally nonchaotic. From this perspective, 
it is truly amazing that the physics/engineering community has gotten so 
much mileage out of these extremely simple systems.
1
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While chaos is seldom studied in the classroom per se, many courses 
in the modern engineering curriculum (I am thinking of my own degree 
in particular), like engineering fluids, heat transfer, and even micro- and 
macro-economics, are really disguised courses in chaos. To the scientist, 
these courses are usually unsatisfying, even somewhat disquieting, stemming 
from the fact that the practice problems one learns how to solve are little 
more that exercises in looking up experiment-based trends. But referring to 
such trends is the way the real world, for the most part, copes with chaos. 
One may be able to write down hydrodynamic equations that ostensibly de­
scribe turbulent flow in pipes or a hurricane’s trajectory, or “equations of 
motion” tha t should predict the stock market, for examples, but the numer­
ical solutions one obtains in such cases are basically meaningless. Not only 
do seemingly minute effects drastically alter the outcome, but even if the 
equations were to truly capture all of the “physics,” the initial conditions 
could not be specified precisely enough to accurately predict the behavior 
after a short time.
Perhaps the real reason the physics community has historically avoided 
studying chaotic behavior, at least from a theoretical point of view, is that the 
complex nature of the nonlinear systems that exhibit chaos all but precludes 
an analytical approach. Even when the motion is rendered chaotic by a small 
nonlinearity, the chaotic dynamics cannot be described by expanding around 
the unperturbed, and presumably solvable, nonchaotic problem. In the early 
1900’s Poincare showed that such canonical perturbation expansions do not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in general converge, while Kolmolgorov, Arnol’d and Moser later established 
that the onset of “soft” chaos occurs precisely when the perturbation series 
diverges. Only in recent decades, since computing capabilities have risen to 
the occasion, has the science community made real strides in understanding 
fields, like fluids and turbulence, meteorology and even economics, that have 
historically defied Newtonian determinism.
Having argued that chaos is not an irrelevant, purely academic subject, 
I will now explain what it means. The reader is to understand at the outset 
th a t the following discussion is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather 
to serve as a glossary of sorts for the remaining chapters of my dissertation. 
M aterial presented in this chapter but not referenced specifically is drawn 
from the recent reviews by Gutzwiller[2] and Reichl[3], and also from Dana 
Browne’s lecture notes on chaos[4],
1.1 C lassical Chaos
So what is chaos? In classical systems, chaotic motion is defined as “m ix­
ing” motion. Given some distribution of initial conditions that is evolving 
in time according to a system of differential equations, mixing motion has 
the a ttribu te that at long times the coverage of the available phase space by 
the evolving distribution is both uniform and densely filling. Symbolically, a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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dynamical system is said to be mixing when
^ 1  ( 1
where A  and B  are two measurable subspaces of an invariant phase space 
volume, (f>tA  is the Liouville-transformed (or time-evolved) subspace A,  and 
fi denotes the normalized measure of the subspace[5]. In words Eq. (1.1) says 
that the fraction of the transformed subspace <j>tA  that resides in B  has the 
same measure (or volume) as the subspace A  itself.
As a point of emphasis, mixing is a stronger condition on the dynamics 
than ergodicity. While mixing implies ergodicity, meaning the equivalence of 
temporal and phase space averages, the reverse is not true. For example, the 
harmonic oscillator, the aforementioned paradigm of nonchaotic, or “regu­
lar,” motion is ergodic: averaging the tim e evolution over one cycle for any 
starting point correctly gives the phase space average. However, such an or­
bit is clearly nonmixing according to the above definition with adjacent sets 
of points along the orbit remaining near each other at arbitrarily long times. 
Another example of motion that is ergodic but nonmixing is the Kepler prob­
lem when the two frequencies (in action-angle variables) are incommensurate 
such that the orbit on the constant energy torus never closes.
One consequence of mixing, at a practical level, is irreversibility. Al­
though classical dynamics is fundamentally deterministic and therefore re­
versible, in a physical or numerical “chaos experiment,” the finite uncertainty 
in the initial conditions and the inevitable imperfections in the experiment,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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like noise or numerical error, cause the memory of the initial state  to be lost at 
relatively short times[6]. On account of this practical irreversibility—which 
is a consequence of the hypersensitivity of mixing motion to perturbations— 
classical chaos is often described as being stochastic in nature. However, the 
terms stochastic (meaning non-deterministic) and chaotic (meaning mixing) 
should not be taken as synonymous. For example, deliberately adding noise, 
and therefore irreversibility, to a chaotic system can both suppress and assist 
the mixing, though the latter is usually the dominant effect[7].
To give the reader a clearer picture of what is meant by classical chaos, I 
will now give some of the conditions that a system must satisfy for mixing to 
occur, focusing on the chaos that occurs for systems of coupled differential 
equations rather than for discrete maps. Consider a set of coupled linear 
ordinary differential equations:
*«■ = /<({*.■}. {p.-}. 0
P> =  <7i({*.'}> {ft}. 0  (1-2)
where i — 1, TV and the dimensionality of phase space is 27V. One condition 
for classical chaos, assuming TV is finite, is that one or more of the “driving 
forces” (/; or #,) be a nonlinear function of one or more of the independent 
variables (a:,- or p:). In other words, the equations of motion must be nonlin­
ear; but having nonlinear equations certainly does not guarantee the motion 
will be chaotic. The pendulum problem, for example, is nonchaotic even 
though the sinusoidal force is a nonlinear function of the the angle. In fact
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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all one-dimensional conservative systems are nonchaotic regardless of how 
nonlinear they are.
A second minimal condition for classical chaos is the existence of unstable 
fixed-orbit solutions to the equations of motion. In a two-dimensional phase 
space these fixed-orbit solutions are isolated points that represent either the 
tops of potential barriers or the bottoms of a potential wells. Generally 
speaking, manifolds that encounter unstable fixed orbits can mix, while those 
that do not, cannot.
A fixed orbit is characterized by a set of 2 N  exponential rates, or “Lya- 
pounov exponents,” that characterize the phase space flow in its vicinity. In 
a two-dimensional phase space these are found by linearizing the equations 
of motion at the fixed point and solving for the eigenvalues of the resulting 
m atrix equation. An unstable fixed orbit is characterized by at least one 
positive Lyapounov exponent, whereas a fixed orbit is stable only if all its 
Lyapounov exponents are negative. This makes unstable fixed-orbit solutions 
more likely than stable ones, especially in higher dimensions. The exponen­
tially diverging nature of the phase space flow in the vicinity of unstable 
fixed orbits, implying the existence of one or more positive Lyapounov expo­
nents, is responsible for the exponential divergence of adjacent trajectories 
and hypersensitivity to initial conditions that are the hallmarks of classical 
chaos.
When a manifold encounters an unstable fixed orbit, it acquires a charac­
teristic structure called a tendril that reflects the exponential divergence of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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trajectories there. Specifically, the manifold gets folded and stretched with 
each encounter, and for Hamiltonian systems where phase space volumes 
arc preserved, the Lagrangian manifold will get thinner in direct relation to 
its length. The structure associated with a stable fixed orbit, on the other 
hand, is called a whorl. This spiraling structure simply reflects the amplitude- 
dependence of the frequency for motion in a generic, non-harmonic potential 
well. Both structures are generally present in chaotic systems with the ten­
drils dominating once the chaos is fully developed.
The whorls and tendrils, term s coined by Berry et al. [8], are illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 1. In each case the manifold at t =  0 is a line (in a two- 
dimensional phase space) intersecting a fixed point—a stable (elliptic) fixed 
point in Fig. 1(a) and an unstable (hyperbolic) fixed point in Fig. 1(b). The 
evolution of the manifold, shown as a series of snapshots in time, produces 
the characteristic spirals in the case of the whorl and the characteristic folds 
in the case of the tendril.
The last condition for chaos I will discuss pertains only to Hamiltonian 
systems, meaning one can define a quantity H ( { a:,), {p,},t) such tha t /,■ =  
d H /d p i  and <7, =  —d H /d x i  in Eq. (1.2). An im portant minimal condition for 
Hamiltonian chaos is that the equations of motion be nonintegrable. This 
means there are fewer conserved quantities, or “integrals of the motion,” 
than there are degrees of freedom, or pairs of conjugate variables. In a 
sense, the phase space of a completely integrable system simply does not 
have enough room for mixing to occur. It is this condition tha t disallows
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.







Figure 1.1: Development of Whorls and Tendrils, (a) Development of a 
whorl from a curve ba passing through an elliptic fixed point E  surrounded by 
invariant curves of the motion whose rotation number (i.e., periods) increase 
away from E. (b) Development of a tendril from a curve b0 passing through a 
hyperbolic fixed point H] the ingoing and curves that comprise the separatrix 
are also shown. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [S]; see App. B.)
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chaos for conservative problems in one dimension where energy is the one 
integral of the motion.
Like the other conditions for classical chaos, nonintegrability is necessary 
but not sufficient. Intuitively this is obvious: adding a small perturbation 
to an integrable Hamiltonian will generally destroy the global integrability 
without destroying the stability of all the trajectories. According to the 
Kolmolgorov-Arnol’d-Moser (KAM) theorem[2, 3], a system that is noninte- 
grable in the global sense will generally possess local constants of the motion 
that govern regions of phase space and prevent mixing locally. (The “regu­
lar,” or nonchaotic, orbits associated with these local constants of the motion 
are called KAM orbits or KAM tori.)
As one increases the strength of the perturbation, however, this local 
integrability generally breaks down. One mechanism for this breakdown 
due to Chirikov[9] occurs when “resonances” produced by the perturbation 
“overlap” and interfere with the primary (unperturbed) orbit structure. For 
time-dependent perturbations the resonances are traveling structures, but 
the argument remains valid. Thus, the strength of the perturbation controls 
the amount of resonance overlap and therefore the fraction of phase space 
filled with chaotic orbits.
To conclude my discussion of classical chaos theory, I emphasize that 
classical chaos is an initial condition-dependent phenomenon, meaning that 
the dynamics for a given system of equations can be mixing or nonmixing 
depending on where in phase space one initiates the system. In light of this,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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one really should not refer to a particular system, or Hamiltonian, as chaotic 
without also specifying the initial conditions. In fact even globally chaotic 
systems like the stadium  billiard problem[10] generally possess isolated peri­
odic orbits for which the motion is nonmixing1. However, this distinction is 
glossed over routinely in the literature where the initial condition dependence 
of chaos is taken for granted.
1.2 Q uantum  Chaos
My interest is with the interface between classical Hamiltonian chaos and 
its quantum counterpart, generically called “quantum chaos.” The interface 
between the two, meaning the semiclassical regime where the quantum length 
scale is small but non-negligible compared to the classical length scale, is of 
particular importance because the very attributes that characterize classical 
chaos—the sensitivity of the dynamics to initial conditions and the uniform 
sampling of phase space at long times—are essentially disallowed in a quan­
tum setting, and it is not at all clear how one gets over to the classical limit. 
Given the underlying quantum nature of the physical world, one would erro­
neously conclude tha t the quantum inhibition of mixing, rather than classi­
cal mixing behavior, should be routinely manifested in macroscopic systems. 
Those with greater faith in Newtonian mechanics than quantum  mechanics
1 By definition , the only periodic orbits such system s can have are the isolated unstable  
orbits called separatrices along which the phase space flow is carried either in to  or away 
from the the unstable fixed solutions.
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have actually gone so far as to question the correspondence principle[ll], 
I among others[12], who feel the evidence for quantum  mechanics is over­
whelming, look for a less radical resolution to this paradox.
The nonmixing nature of quantum  chaos is most clearly captured by the 
local enhancement of probability density in the stationary states, or eigen­
functions, of globally chaotic systems. These states in a sense reflect the 
infinite-time behavior of the quantum problem. The energy eigenstates of 
such systems, in particular, can exhibit very pronounced structure, or “scar­
ring,” that ostensibly survives in the classical limit.
Scars were first observed by Heller[13], who coined the term, for the 
chaotic stadium  billiard problem mentioned above. Heller’s scars are lo­
cal enhancements, bright or dark, above the background probability density 
tha t originate, in the semiclassical sense, from the isolated periodic orbits of 
the classical problem. Heller argues that scarring occurs whenever the level 
spacing in the vicinity of an isolated periodic orbit is either large or small 
compared to the decay rate of the adjacent classical orbits, the bright scars 
occurring for the least unstable orbits and the dark scars for the most unsta­
ble. Specifically, the ratio w/A, where u  is the frequency of the periodic orbit 
(with the local level spacing given by hu>) and A is the characteristic posi­
tive Lyapounov exponent associated with the orbit, is either large or small 
compared to one.
Energy eigenstates also exhibit structure along the busted up KAM tori, 
or “cantori,” of marginally chaotic systems[14]. In one dimension, for the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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case of a time-dependent perturbation, the im portant KAM structure is the 
remnant, or broken, separatrix and its “stochastic layer” [9], but the concept 
of localization on classical phase space structures is essentially the same[15]. 
In the literature this type of localization is often referred to as scarring even 
though Heller’s definition relates specifically to localization along isolated, 
atypical classical orbits.
Classically, the destruction of a KAM torus represents the destruction of 
a local constant of the motion, resulting in the onset of classical chaos for 
a particular region of phase space. W ith h finite, however, the criticality of 
the transition to chaos is destroyed[16], meaning that quantum mechanically 
the change from KAM torus to cantorus has little effect. Assuming that 
localization in the energy domain translates into the inhibition of mixing in 
the time domain, the quantized cantorus, in the spirit of Einstein-Keller-Bohr 
quantization, is seen as being more effective as a barrier to chaotic transport 
in phase space[14, 17] than its classical version.
The nonmixing nature of quantum  chaos, manifested in the localization 
of eigenstates, is often attributed to the linearity of Schrodinger’s equation 
as compared to the nonlinear Hamiltonian equations of motion. While the 
reader may object to this analogy as a case of comparing apples to oranges, 
a proof due to Hogg and Huberman[18] demonstrates that the initial state 
for any conservative system or nonresonant time-periodic system that is 
bounded, meaning its spectrum is discrete, will reassemble itself infinitely 
often as a function of time. In other words, any time-dependent state of such
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a system, as a superposition of stationary states evolving periodically in time
hM =  5 > -iE‘/fi| E)(E\tl>0), (1.3)
E
is itself periodic in the lowest common frequency (assuming the frequencies 
are rationally related), and therefore nonmixing. In the case of time-periodic 
systems, like the often-studied kicked rotor problem[19, 20, 21], the stationary 
states are quasi-energy Floquet states[22] rather than energy eigenstates, and 
the evolution is in strobed tim e, but the argument is essentially the same. 
This absence of mixing means that quantum chaos retains its reversibility, 
in the practical sense, a t long times[23], in contrast with the irreversibility 
exhibited by classical chaos, as discussed above.
To a certain degree, quantum  chaos can also be defined by its own a t­
tributes independent of the mixing behavior of the analogous classical sys­
tem. However, these “signatures” of quantum chaos generally characterize 
the energy or quasi-energy domain rather than the time domain, whereas 
classical chaos, as explained above, is a dynamic, initial condition- depen­
dent phenomenon. Consequently, the expression “quantum nonintegrability” 
is often used in preference to quantum chaos in the literature, especially in 
the context of stationary-state and spectral properties.
With regard to the spectral properties of conservative and time-periodic 
systems, in particular, a fairly strong correlation has been established be­
tween the statistics governing the distribution of energy levels and the in­
tegrability of the analogous classical problem. It has been observed that
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the energy spectrum of a system that is classically nonintegrable is non- 
Poissonian, whereas a completely integrable system has a purely Poissonian, 
or uncorrelated, spectrum 2. Moreover, the degree to which the spectrum 
is non-Poissonian seems to reflect, qualitatively at least, the degree of clas­
sical nonintegrability with the least Poisonnian behavior corresponding to 
the “hardest” chaos[25]. This spectral approach to quantum  chaos and the 
related applications of random m atrix theory to mesoscopic transport in “bal­
listic,” or billiard-like, cavities is currently quite active[26]. It is not clear, 
however, that knowledge of the level statistics alone can address how the 
nonmixing nature of quantum  chaos gives rise to mixing behavior in the 
classical limit. In order to capture the initial condition dependence of the 
chaotic dynamics, one must also know the (initial) am plitude distribution of 
the eigenstates, which is tantam ount to studying the time domain directly.
Alternatively, by studying the dynamics at early times for systems posed 
in the semiclassical limit, one can relate the behavior for specific case stud­
ies to generic features of the classical chaos and thereby discern the specific 
semiclassical mechanisms that lead to the quantum inhibition of mixing. On 
semiclassical grounds, where quantum effects arise from the interference be­
tween classical paths, one can argue that the abundance of paths associated 
with the tendrils should ha.ve a dramatic efFect on the quantum  dynamics. 
Actually, the im portant factor is the proliferation of “caustics” (in one di­
mension these are just the classical turning points) tha t accompanies the
2T his is shown for the harm onic oscillator on p. 72 o f  Ref. [24].
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folding and stretching process. This is because quantum  effects are, loosely 
speaking, amplified at caustics.
One example of this is seen in the scattering of a wave packet off a 
barrier[27, pp. 106-107]. When the wave packet reaches the turning point, 
it acquires a tem porary standing wave modulation arising from interference 
between the  piece of the packet that has already reflected off the barrier and 
the piece th a t has not yet reached it. Thus, the caustic tem porarily amplifies 
the underlying quantum  nature of an apparently classical object. Schulman 
quantified this propensity for nonclassical effects at a  caustic by showing 
that the contribution to the propagator per degree of freedom should go as 
h 1/3 rather than 28] within the “critical region” of the caustic where the 
difference in the actions of the direct and reflected paths is of order h.
Because the WKB approximation used to derive the first order semiclas- 
sical propagator from Feynman’s path integral formulation becomes invalid 
when paths coalesce at a caustic (i.e., this approximation to the propaga­
tor blows up), one can also argue that the exponential growth in the num­
ber of caustics must generically result in the early demise of semiclassica! 
propagation[8]. The argument due to Berry et al. is that semiclassical m eth­
ods should fail when the phase space area between the spiraling arms of the 
whorl (for nonchaotic motion) or the stacked folds of a tendril (for chaotic 
motion) is of order h. This assumes that the interesting motion has been 
mapped into a two-dimensional phase space, if necessary, using a Poincare 
surface of section.
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For Hamiltonian flows where phase space volumes are preserved, the area 
between tendrils scales inversely with the length of the Lagrangian manifold 
A oc L~l . In the case of whorls where the length of the manifold grows 
linearly in time L oc t, the characteristic time for A to be of order ft scales 
inversely with ft. In the case of tendrils, on the other hand, the length of 
the manifold grows exponentially L  oc exp (At) at a rate given by the largest 
positive Lyapounov exponent A, and the characteristic time for A  to be of 
order ft is given instead by the log time Uog cc A-1 In (ft-1 ). Thus, the time 
scale for semiclassical methods to fail should be acutely shorter for chaotic 
as compared to nonchaotic motion.
Tomsovic and Heller demonstrate, however, that semiclassical propaga­
tion remains remarkably accurate well beyond the log time in the case of the 
stadium  billiard[29, 30]. Specifically, they show that the quantum and semi­
classical autocorrelation functions for wave packets initiated along chaotic 
trajectories of the stadium billiard are virtually identical for t tiog. Sepul­
veda, Tomsovic and Heller a ttem pt to reconcile[31] these results with the 
argum ent of Berry et al. by arguing that the exponential growth rate for the 
length of the tendril is substantially reduced in effect because it is accom­
panied by a decrease in path amplitude as the tendrils are stretched thinner 
and thinner. In Schulman’s opinion[32], however, the Berry et al. argument 
is basically sound, and the answer to this dilemma lies rather in the unusual 
nature of the hard wall boundaries of billiard problems. In any case, it is 
clear, on these and other[33] grounds, that nonclassical effects should appear
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much earlier when the analogous classical motion is mixing, or chaotic, than 
when it is not.
After establishing the mechanisms for the inhibition of mixing in the 
semiclassical regime, one could then ask oneself what external, environment- 
related factors might undermine these mechanisms, appealing to the well- 
established lore that coupling to an environment renders the dynamics of a 
quantum  object “more classical” [34]. For example, Caldeira and Leggett[35] 
showed that coupling to an environment reduces the tunneling rate, at both 
zero and finite tem peratures, for resonant motion in a m etastable well; the 
coupling to the environment lengthens the effective distance between turning 
points thereby increasing the effective action per bounce. Random dynamical 
perturbations, or noise, associated with an environment at finite tem pera­
tures can also suppress quantum effects like coherent tunneling[34, Chs. 14- 
16]. Basically, the noise confuses the classical paths so they cannot interfere 
coherently. In the case of tunneling the relevant paths are the imaginary 
solutions to the classical boundary value problem[36].
Quantum chaos being fundamentally limited to Hamiltonian systems, 
phenomenological effects like dissipation and noise are understood to be 
manifestations, in a reduced space, of a larger, many-body system that is 
fundamentally Hamiltonian in nature. So, one might ask if mixing, although 
disallowed in the larger space, is allowed in the reduced space of a quan­
tum  many-body system, which would imply that coupling to an environment 
allows for the possibility of quantum mixing.
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In other words, one can argue that the “classicalization”3 of an object by 
its environment should prevent the underlying quantum nature of the object 
from inhibiting the mixing at long times (t tiag). Given the sensitivity of 
chaotic motion to perturbations, one can further argue that noise rather than 
dissipation should be the significant environmental factor in the dephasing 
of quantum chaos. Assuming these arguments are valid, the im portant ques­
tions to address are how much (or little) noise is needed to accomplish this 
dephasing, and what is it that determines the characteristic dephasing time.
An experimental system that might afford a testing ground for these 
ideas is a Josephson tunnel junction. First, experimental evidence suggests 
that the phase across a Josephson junction is a macroscopic quantum  vari­
able. Specifically, Martinis et al. [38] found resonant transitions supporting 
a quantum interpretation of the phase variable by irradiating a josephson 
junction with microwaves. Second, the equations of motion for the phase in 
the resistively shunted junction model are equivalent to those of a particle 
in a one-dimensional cosine potential with viscous damping, a relatively sim­
ple system and therefore amenable to study from a theoretical point of view. 
Third, the time-dependent external “force” that drives the motion chaotic[39] 
can be added simply by adding an external microwave field as well. Finally^, 
one can pose the experiment in the semiclassical limit by adding a dc bias 
current that is comparable in magnitude to the junction’s critical current4;
3T his expression is due to Adachi cl al. [37]
4Then one would be stu dying  the onset o f chaos for driven m otion in a  tilted rather 
than a flat cosine potential.
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tweaking the dc bias in this regime allows one to tune both the frequency of 
small oscillations and the height of the resonant barrier.
Another system suggested by Moore et al. [40] as a testing ground for 
quantum  chaos is an atomic system, consisting of a dipole-allowed transition 
between the ground state  and a single excited state, th a t interacts with a 
standing wave of light from a single mode dye laser that is near but detuned 
from resonance. In the classical limit this system is described by a particle 
in a cosine potential with a time-dependent phase, which is a variation of 
the kicked rotor problem. In their recent experiment[40], Moore et al. found 
that the quantum nature of this system suppresses mixing when the atoms 
are ultra cold (so that environment effects are frozen out). By increasing the 
tem perature of the atoms one could presumably add noise and dissipation 
to the problem in a controlled manner. From a dynamical point of view like 
mine, the difficulty in performing this experiment, or the Josephson junction 
experiment, would be in acquiring time-resolved data.
The presence of an environment can be modeled most easily simply by 
including a randomly fluctuating classical noise force in the Hamiltonian. Of 
course, such externally imposed fluctuations meaningfully represent “noise” 
in a quantum system—or a classical system for that m atter—only to the 
degree that they mimic the effect of a real environment. In this manner, 
O tt el al. [41] found that a small externally applied, amplitude-modulated 
noise strongly afFects the behavior of the quantum kicked rotor, especially in 
the semiclassical regime. Adachi et al. [37] subsequently showed that adding
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frequency-modulated noise to the quantum  kicked rotor can induce mixing 
for a wide range in the noise intensity before complete classicalization occurs. 
In both cases the authors studied the quantum  diffusion coefficient in mo­
m entum space[19], comparing its noise dependence to tha t of the analogous 
quantity for the classical problem as a function of h. By studying the return 
probability[13] for wave functions localized in the vicinity of unstable fixed 
orbits, Scharf and Sundaram[42] have also shown that externally applied 
noise destroys the scars in the Floquet states of the kicked rotor problem.
While this ad hoc. approach to modeling the environment clearly pro­
vides some useful insights, it naturally lacks the rigor of a canonical, “micro­
scopic” model, and one is left feeling skeptical of detailed observations like 
the ^-dependence of the dephasing time. A more rigorous approach would 
capture the fact that the environment is really a collective degree of free­
dom that remembers its own dynamical history and reacts to the motion 
of the primary degree of freedom, that it is characterized by a tem pera­
ture as well as a coupling strength, and that it brings dissipation as well 
as noise to the problem[43]. One such model of the environment is a bath 
of harmonic oscillators, linearly coupled to the primary degree of freedom, 
that when parametrized appropriately produces viscous damping and white 
noise in the classical limit. This is the model originally due to Feynman and 
Vernon[44] tha t was more recently employed by Caldeira and Leggett[35] to 
study the tunneling problem mentioned above.
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1.3 M y R esearch
In this doctoral dissertation I study the early time quantum and classical 
evolution of a particle in a cosine potential driven chaotic by an external 
time-dependent force[45]. I focus on the details of the dynamics at early 
times before the classically chaotic motion is fully developed, and I pose 
the problem in the naive semiclassical lim it where one can construct a well- 
localized wave packet to describe the initial state of the particle quantum 
mechanically, and an equivalent localized classical probability distribution. 
Therefore, one would expect the quantum and classical descriptions of the 
dynamics to be very similar a t short times.
First, I study the isolated problem. Then, I couple the primary degree of 
freedom to an oscillator bath environment and consider the weakly damped 
problem in the high-temperature regime. In my simulations the evolution 
time is short compared to the characteristic damping time, and the tem ­
perature being high, one would expect noise rather than dissipation to have 
the dominant effect. I investigate the differences between the quantum and 
classical behavior for the isolated problem in order to identify specific ways 
that quantum mechanics inhibits the development of classical chaos. Then, 
1 observe what happens to these mechanisms in the presence of the environ­
ment.
Following this introductory chapter I will present my research in Chs. 2-4. 
Chapters 2 and 3 contain my analysis and results for the isolated problem
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influence of the environment. In a final chapter I will summarize my results 
and suggest future research possibilities.
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First Nonclassical Behavior
In this chapter I study the quantum, classical, and semiclassical evolu­
tion of a particle in a cosine potential also subject to a time-dependent force. 
I focus on the details of the dynamics at early times before the classically 
chaotic motion is fully developed. I pose this problem in the naive semiclas­
sical limit where I can construct a well-localized wave packet to describe the 
initial state of the particle quantum mechanically and an equivalent localized 
classical probability distribution. Therefore I expect that the the quantum, 
classical, and semiclassical description of the dynamics to be very similar at 
short times. I study the differences between them in order to identify specific 
ways in which quantum effects inhibit the development of classical chaos.
My analysis reveals three distinct times which define progressive stages in 
the development of the early time quantum dynamics. The first tim e interval 
is characterized quantum mechanically by a well-localized wave packet, and
23
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classically by a compact classical probability distribution. In this regime the 
position and momentum operators in the Heisenberg equations of motion can 
be replaced by their mean values with no sensible error. This regime ends 
at the “Ehrenfest tim e” t sh  where the second regime appears. Here both 
the quantum  wave packet and the classical probability distribution spread 
to fill the well, but the two distributions remain essentially identical. The 
semiclassical behavior, however, has become tainted by caustics. The be­
havior in this tim e interval is controlled by the “whorls” associated with an 
elliptic fixed point. The first differences between the quantum  and classical 
descriptions appear at the “equivalence tim e” t eq and are associated with the 
development of tendrils in the classical phase space distribution. These ten­
drils lead to a standing wave feature in the quantum  distribution resulting 
from interference between paths in the semiclassical propagator. There is 
also some additional structure that does not appear to have any semiclassi­
cal analog. On the other hand, if the classical probability density does not 
exhibit this folding (z'.e, the motion is regular), the wave function does not 
acquire this nodal structure, and the quantum-classical equivalence persists 
within the tim e frame of my analysis.
In Sec. 2.1 I introduce the Hamiltonian that I study and review earlier 
work on its classical behavior. Section 2.2 describes the calculational details 
of my study of the quantum, classical, and semiclassical evolution of the 
initial wave function. My results are discussed in Sec. 2.3 and my conclusions 
are contained in Sec. 2.4.
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2.1 T he Problem
I study the Hamiltonian for a particle of mass m in a periodic poten­
tial with wave vector k subject to a sinusoidally driven external force. The 
Hamiltonian is given by
H ( p , x , t )  = H 0( p , x ) +  Vt(x , t )  (2.1)
with Ho the Hamiltonian for a classical pendulum whose frequency of small 
oscillations is
Tp 7T7
H o(p , x) = —  cos {kx)  (2.2)
and the external driving force is described by
Vi(x , t)  = ~  cxsmui t .  (2.3)
This Hamiltonian is one of the simplest systems with sufficient com­
plexity to exhibit classical chaos, and its classical behavior is fairly well
understood[45]. It is also a good choice as a model Hamiltonian in describing
the onset of classical chaos for systems that are rendered nonintegrable by 
resonance overlap. For c =  0 the system is integrable and is confined to con­
stant energy surfaces (orbits) which are the “invariant tori” in the language 
of Kolmolgorov-Arnol’d-Moser (KAM) theory[2, Ch. 9]. The bounded and 
unbounded motions are separated by a separatrix at zero energy. There are 
hyperbolic (unstable) fixed points on the separatrix at p = 0, kx  — (2n — 1)7r 
and elliptic (stable) fixed points at p — 0, kx  = 2nn  where n is an integer.
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The phase space structure for the unperturbed motion is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). 
For e >  0 but sufficiently small the motion is still largely governed by a dis­
torted version of the KAM tori even though the motion is no longer confined 
to constant energy surfaces. The KAM structure breaks down in the imme­
diate vicinity of the separatrix where the overlap of the resonances is strong, 
resulting in a stochastic layer that grows as e is increased. For such resonance 
overlap to produce a large stochastic layer for small e and lead to chaos, the 
driving frequency uj should be[45] comparable to the frequency of the un­
perturbed motion for orbits near the separatrix. The trajectories that stay 
far away from the stochastic layer remain bounded and regular, while those 
that get too close, particularly to the unstable fixed points, exhibit chaotic 
motion.
2.2 The Calculations
I have chosen to use the same parameters for the unperturbed Hamilto­
nian as Lin and Reichl[45], H = k =  7r, m  =  1/2, and u  — 2.5 so that
H  =  p2 — ~ cos ( t t x )  -  ex sin[wt). (2.4)
The precise value of e which effects the transition from regular to chaotic 
motion depends on the initial conditions as well as u>. In this chapter I 
study the dynamics for initial conditions in the neighborhood of the point 
(xQ,po) =  (0.06714,-0.39700) for two values of the driving parameter, e =
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x
Figure 2.1: Schematic Depiction of the Initial Conditions, (a) The initial 
orbit (dashed) with E  = //o(po, £o) =  —0.331 and the unperturbed separatrix 
(solid) at E  — 0.500. (b) The unperturbed potential V (x )  =  —(1/2) cos (irx) 
with a schematic depiction of the initial wave packet centered at x 0 = 0.06714 
with momentum po =  —0.39700.
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0.07 and e =  0.126. For both of these values the tim e-dependent term  can 
be considered a small perturbation on the cosine potential. In the first case, 
e = 0.07, the classical motion is regular as evident from the fact tha t the 
motion is bounded for very long times (t > 5000 «  1200 cycles). In the second 
case, c — 0.126, the motion of trajectories starting in this neighborhood is 
chaotic, becoming unbounded at 1 % 20. Being particularly unstable by 
design, the midpoint trajectory x t(po,x0) is the first in the neighborhood to 
make its exit at < a  14.5. My choices for the perturbation strength and 
initial conditions ensure that I am able to study the quantum  evolution all 
the way up to the exit tim e without undue computational effort.
I pose the quantum  problem in the semiclassical lim it by setting h =  
1/200tt. For this choice of h a typical quantum wavelength ■Jh/mVt =  1/10 ir 
is small compared to the scale of variation of the unperturbed potential. 
This choice perm its me to start with a well-localized initial quantum  state, 
corresponding classically to a particle whose position and momentum are 
well-determined.
2.2.1 The Quantum Calculation
To study the quantum  evolution I propagate an initial wave function 
forward in time using a generalization to time-dependent Hamiltonians of 
the split exponential operator method of Feit, Fleck, and Steiger[48]. For a 
time-dependent potential, the ( A t ) 3 dependence of the error in this method
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is preserved by replacing the potential energy operator V  by its tim e average
i/>(t +  A t )  = V(' ')£f<'/rie—A'A£/2,i0 (i) , (2.5)
where K  is the kinetic energy operator. My initial wave function, depicted 
schematically in Fig. 2.1(b), is a Gaussian wave packet centered at (po,£o)
( x - x 0)2 , .po.ip(x, 0) =  (t t c t  ) ' exp +  i —(x -  x 0) ( 2 .6 )
2a2 h
The initial width a  is chosen so that the wave packet initially spreads 
as slowly as possible for motion in the unperturbed potential at the initial 
energy, (H ( t  =  0)) =  (H0(p0, x0)) =  0.3288. In doing this I delay the Ehren- 
fest time as long as possible. Because the initial energy is well below the top 
of the well, the best choice for a  is only 3.4% larger than the width of the 
ground state wave function at the bottom of the cosine potential.
I include one cosine well on each side of the central well (three wells total) 
to allow for tunneling of the wave function out of the central well into the 
two adjacent wells. I set up the wave function across the three wells on a 
grid of 2048 points. Because the wave function must be represented on a 
finite grid, my computer simulation of the quantum  problem breaks down 
soon after the motion becomes unbounded. Thus, I must limit my analysis 
to the times up to the moment that a large fraction of the wave function 
spills over the barrier from the central well to a neighboring well.
The resulting wave function i(>(x,t) and its Fourier transform 0(p, t) are 
then used to compute (x ), (p), and their variances ((A x)2) =  ((x — (x))2) as
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a function of time. I also study the wave function directly by projecting it 
into the phase space. I will discuss how this is done in Sec. 2.2.4.
2.2.2 The Classical Calculation
The classical analog of the initial wave packet is a Gaussian probability 
distribution p( x , p , t )  with the same widths in position and momentum. The 
time evolution of this distribution is given by
Pd(p , x , t )  = J  J  dp d x ' 8 ( x - x t{ p \ x l) ) S { p - p l{ p \ x ' ) ) p ci ( p \ x \ Q) ,  (2.7)
where x t(p, x)  and p<(p, x ) represent the time-evolved phase space coordinates 
as functions of the initial conditions.
I follow the behavior of the classical distribution by first generating 10000 
sets of initial conditions (x,p) distributed according to a two-dimensional 
Gaussian probability distribution centered at (ro,po) and having the appro­
priate widths in position and momentum to match the initial quantum wave 
packet. I follow the time evolution of each “particle” in this cloud by inte­
grating its classical equations of motion forward in time by a standard fourth 
order Runge K utta algorithm.
The classical probability density at a given time may be depicted as a 
two-dimensional histogram of the time-evolved cloud. Using 10000 points 
gives me a statistical error of roughly 10 percent for the one-dimensional 
histograms of Sec. 2.3 assuming about 100 bins and a reasonably equitable 
distribution among the bins. I use this classical probability density to find
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(x ), (p) and their variances (Air)2, (Ap)2 from
i f )  d ~  J  J  dp d x f { p , x ) p ci ( p , x , t )  (2.8)
to compare with their quantum analogs, and I also compare the reduced prob­
ability density pci(x , t )  =  f  dp' pci(p' , x , t )  with the wave function \i/>(x,t)\2.
2.2.3 The Semiclassical Calculation
For the semiclassical calculation I evolve the initial wave function forward 
in time using the semiclassical propagator of Van Vleck[49] and Gutzwiller[50]
i ’ac{xf, t[) =  J  dx' Gsc{xf, x' \  t() ip(x\  0) (2.3)
with
G sc( x , x ' \ t )  =
'.I.paths \
(  l
c l p a t k ^ 2 7 r i h
1 / 2
d 2S { x , x ' , t ) 1 / 2 . S ( x , x ' , t )  . 7r
e x p ' z— I ---------- lVtl>d x d x 1
( 2 . 10 )
where S ( x , x ’, t )  = folp(t')<i(t') ~  (p(d ), q(t'))] dt' is the cumulative classical
action along a given classical trajectory {q{t),p(t))  and vt is the number of 
caustics1 encountered on that trajector}', also known as the Gutzwiller phase. 
The sum in the above expression includes only those classical paths that 
begin at x 1 and end at x.  The prefactor is the reciprocal square root of the 
determinant of the stability m atrix and represents the Gaussian fluctuations 
around the classical path.
'A  trajectory, x t(po,x0), encounters a caustic whenever dxt /dpo changes sign. In one 
dim ension a caustic is equivalent to  a turning point.
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I evaluate the semiclassical wave function numerically using the Cellular 
Dynamics method of Heller and Tomsovic[51] by representing the propagator 
and the initial wave function as a sum of Gaussians in phase space and then 
linearizing the dynamics in the cell centered on each Gaussian. To implement 
this method I must calculate the classical trajectories, the cumulative actions 
along those trajectories, and the tim e evolution of the stability m atrix ele­
ments for a grid of initial conditions. If the width of my initial wave packet 
were small compared to a quantum  wavelength, I would only need to com­
pute the classical trajectories for a vertical strip of phase space coordinates 
with different momenta a t the location in x = xo of the center of the wave 
packet. This not being the case, I must include a grid of initial conditions in 
x  as well as p. Even so, the initial wave packet is sufficiently localized that 
the central vertical strip still makes the primary contribution to the calcula­
tion, and the qualitative features of the semiclassical wave function may be 
found directly from the semiclassical propagator as though the initial wave 
function were a delta function.
The lattice spacings for the grid of initial conditions should be no larger 
than the cell dimensions, which should in turn be small compared to the char­
acteristic quantum length and momentum, respectively. For my calculations 
the widths of the Gaussians that define the cell dimensions are a  =  0.35/107T 
and (3 = 0.35/20 in x  and p, respectively, and the rectangular grid of initial 
conditions consists of 31 grid points in x  with a spacing of a  and 1501 grid 
points in p with a spacing of (3/10. The span of the grid assures that the
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sums of Gaussians in x  and p are approximately constant (meaning tha t the 
sums may be roughly approximated by integrals) and that the contributions 
of classical trajectories with initial momenta equal to the endpoint values are 
negligible.
2.2.4 Quantum Phase Space Transforms
In order to compare the quantum dynamics to the classical probability 
distribution, I must project the wave function into phase space. The two 
quantum phase space transforms which are most commonly used for this 
purpose are the Wigner transform [52]
W { p , x )  =  -  f  dy ip'(x  -  y)if>{x +  y ) c2'vy/h (2.11)
7T J
and the Husimi transform [53]
H ( p , x )  = \{p,x\ip)\2, (2.12)
where |p, .t) is a coherent stale. IF(p, x) has the desirable property that
its projection onto the x- and p-axes gives the probability densities j0 (a:) [2
and |V;(p)|2) respectively. Not being positive definite, however, W ( p , x )  itself 
cannot be directly interpreted as a (two-dimensional) probability density; 
H ( p , x ) ,  on the other hand, is positive definite, but unlike H7(p, x), cannot 
be directly projected onto the x  and p axes to obtain \ip\2 and |^ |2 because 
the overlap of the coherent states blurs the information.
I have analyzed my results using both H ( p , x )  and W ( p , x )  and prefer the 
Husimi transform because I have found it considerably easier both to compute
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and to interpret. To assure myself that the features exhibited by H ( p , x )  are 
not artifacts of the transform, I compared H ( p , x )  and W (p,  x) ,  focusing on 
the nodal structure that develops after the equivalence time. In order to 
contour the sometimes negative and wildly oscillating Wigner transform, I 
first smoothed it by making a histogram of the transform, varying the bin 
size until the contouring program could make sense of it. I found that the 
nodes were clearly present in both transforms, giving me confidence that the 
features I observe using the Husimi transform are real.
2.3 D iscussion  o f R esults
As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, I observe three times 
that define stages in the development of the early tim e quantum dynamics for 
this system. These stages are characterized as localized classical behavior for 
t < tEht delocalized classical behavior for t^h < t < t eq, bounded nonclassical 
behavior for teq <  t < tcx, and unbounded nonclassical behavior for t >  tex. 
The Ehrenfest tim e occurs when the expectation values of the position and 
momentum (x ) and (p) first differ from the classically evolved coordinates of 
the center of the wave packet x t(p0,xo) and Pt(po, zo) because of wave packet 
spreading. The equivalence time occurs when quantum observables like (x),  
( x2) and |0 |2 diverge from their classical counterparts because of quantum 
interference effects. Finally, the exit time occurs when the motion become 
unbounded. The classical motion become unbounded when a non-negligible
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number of the 10000 particles leave the central well. The quantum motion 
become unbounded when the probability density spills over the barrier from 
the central well into a neighboring well. Since tunneling is negligible under 
my conditions, the quantum and classical exit times are the same. While 
I only present results for the behavior of the position and its variance, the 
behavior in momentum space is similar.
First, I consider the classically regular motion (e =  0.07). There is no exit 
time here because this motion remains bounded, and for the tim e frame of my 
analysis (i < 30), there is no appreciable difference between the quantum and 
classical motion. Thus, I observe only two stages in the early tim e dynamics 
given by t < t£h and t > t£h with t£h rj 13.
To show the delocalization of the wave packet that occurs at <#/,, I plot 
(x), (x )ci, and x ((p0,xo) as functions of tim e in Fig. 2.2(a). Note the di­
vergence of x t(p0,x 0) from (x) and (x)c; at tsh- To further illustrate the 
spreading of the wave packet I plot in Fig. 2.2(b) the quantum and classical 
variances, or root mean square (RMS) deviations, Ax =  yj ((x  — (x))2) nor­
malized to the halfwidth of the initial orbit. Note that this quantity is of 
order unity when the midpoint and mean trajectories diverge at <£/,.
Figure 2.2(a) also shows that despite the spreading of the classical and 
quantum probability distributions, the quantum  observables (x) and Ax are 
virtually indistinguishable from their classical counterparts. In fact I find 
tha t the classical and quantum distributions are essentially the same even 
after the distributions spread. To show this, I compare the quantum and
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classical probability densities at t =  25 in Fig. 2.3, where, to be fair in 
making this comparison, I smooth the quantum  data  to match the resolution 
of the classical data by making a histogram of \i})\2 using the classical bin 
size. There is no discernible difference in the distributions save for statistical 
error in the classical distribution.
I now turn to the classically chaotic motion (e =  0.126). I already es­
tablished in Sec. 2.2 that this motion becomes unbounded at t ei. & 14.5. In 
Fig. 2.4 I show the delocalization of the wave packet in the same manner as 
for e =  0.07. Note the departure of the central trajectory from the mean 
and the accompanying growth of the RMS deviation(s), as before. I see that 
the wave packet spreads more rapidly than for the classically regular motion 
with tjg/i ~  9.
Unlike the classically regular motion, I observe a subtle but appreciable 
difference in the dynamics beginning at <cg «  12 that is not apparent from 
the expectation values in Fig. 2.4. To illustrate this I compare the quantum  
and classical probability densities before and after teq. These comparisons are 
shown in Fig. 2.5(a) for t = 11 and Fig. 2.5(b) for t =  13. As before, I smooth 
the quantum data to match the classical resolution. Note the difference in 
the fine structure of the two distributions for 0 <  x  < 0.5.
While the phenomenon of wave packet spreading is typically thought 
of as a manifestation of quantum  dynamics, for my problem its origin is 
really classical. The fact that occurs sooner for e =  0.126 (I Eh ~  9) 
than for e =  0.07 (Ieh ~  13) reflects the greater sensitivity of the classical
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Figure 2.2: Mean Positions as Functions of Time for Nonchaotic Case, (a) 
The quantum (solid) and classical (dashed) mean positions as functions of 
time compared to the classical evolution of the center of the wave packet 
(dotted) for c =  0.07. (b) The corresponding quantum (solid) and classical 
(dashed) rms deviations as functions of time normalized by the halfwidth of 
the initial orbit. The motion becomes delocalized at tgh ~  13.
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Figure 2.3: Probability Densities for Nonchaotic Case. A plot of the quantum 
(solid) and classical (dashed) probability densities as functions of x  for e =  
0.07 at t =  25.
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dynamics to the initial conditions for the former. At these very early times 
the divergence of the classical trajectories is directly reflected in the spreading 
of the quantum  wave packet. Moiseyev and Peres[54] similarly observed 
greater rates of spreading for quantum wave packets launched in the chaotic 
regions compared to the regular regions of the Henon-Heiles potential.
Given the work of Berry et al. [8] and of Sepulveda et al. [31] discussed 
in Ch. 1, one would expect the accuracy of semiclassical dynamics to persist 
longer for e =  0.07 than for e =  0.126 because the regular classical behavior 
of the former is governed by an elliptic fixed point, while the chaotic classical 
behavior of the latter is governed by the hyperbolic fixed points. While I 
do not directly address this supposition, 1 do observe that the equivalence of 
the quantum and classical dynamics persists much longer for e =  0.07 where 
t cq >  30 than for e =  0.126 where teq % 12. The chaotic motion feels the 
effects of the quantum mechanics sooner than the nonchaotic motion. Thus, I 
would expect that chaotic motion to feel the higher order, non-semiclassical, 
effects of quantum  mechanics sooner as well.
Having established the stages of the dynamics for e =  0.126 given by 
I Eh  < leg <  lex, I focus on the times surrounding t cq ss 12 in order to discuss 
the role of the underlying classical phase space structures in the onset of the 
nonclassical behavior. To give the reader a general sense of the phase space 
flow the time evolution of the classical phase space distribution is shown in 
Fig. 2.6 at increments of A t  = 0.5 (about a fifth of a period of the driving) 
from t =  10.0 to t — 13.5. Here the classical distribution is depicted as a time
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Figure 2.4: Mean Positions as Functions of Time for Chaotic Case, (a) 
The quantum (solid) and classical (dashed) mean positions as functions of 
tim e compared to the classical evolution of the center of the wave packet 
(dotted) for e =  0.126. (b) The corresponding quantum (solid) and classical 
(dashed) RMS deviations as functions of time normalized to the halfwidth of 
the initial orbit. The motion becomes delocalized at ~  9 and unbounded 
at t cx Ri 14.5.
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Figure 2.5: Probability Densities for Chaotic Case. A comparison of the 
quantum  (solid) and classical (dashed) probability densities as functions of 
x  for c =  0.126 at (a) t — 11 and (b) t =  13. In the latter, the quantum 
distribution has acquired oscillations (see 0.5 <  x  < 1.0) tha t are absent 
from the classical distribution.
.
x
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series of dot plots where each dot represents the time-evolved coordinates of 
one of the 10000 particles in the cloud. Then, in Figs. 2.7-2.9, I show the 
quantum and semiclassical phase space portraits along with the classical 
dot plot before, during, and after the breakdown of the quantum-classical 
equivalence (at t =  11, t =  12, and i — 13, respectively). The quantum  
and semiclassical phase space portraits are Husimi transforms of the time- 
evolved wave function, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.4, depicted as contour plots. 
(The contour levels are on a log scale with gray low and black high.)
The folded structure which appears in the classical distribution after 
t m  12 is a manifestation of the chaotic dynamics (see Fig. 2.8(a) and 
Fig. 2.9(a)). These folds are essentially equivalent to the tendrils of Berry et 
a I. which characterize the development of chaos around unstable fixed points 
in conservative systems. For my particular choice of initial conditions there 
are two folding events prior to the exit time at t R2 12 and t rs 13.5 and a 
third folding event coincident with the exit time at t «  14.5. Leading up to 
the first folding event, the classical probability density becomes concentrated 
along the remnant of the unperturbed separatrix, and the folds in the distri­
bution emerge near the hyperbolic fixed points. While neither the separatrix 
nor the hyperbolic fixed points are clearly defined, even in a KAM sense, it 
appears that the remnants of these structures still govern the motion; in the 
subsequent discussion I use these terms for lack of any better.
The primary result of my analysis concerns the nodes that appear in the 
quantum  phase space distribution when the classical distribution exhibits
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Figure 2.6: Time Evolution of the Classical Probability Density, (a)-(h) The 
time evolution of the Gaussian phase space distribution from t = 10.0 to 
t =  13.5 at increments of A t =  0.5 (~  0.2T).
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Figure 2.7: Phase Space Portraits before the Equivalence Time. A com­
parison of the classical, quantum and semiclassical phase space portraits for 
e =  0.126 at t — 11. (a) The 10000 time-evolved phase space coordinates of 
the classical distribution, (b) The Husimi transform of the wave function, (c) 
The Husimi transform of the semiclassical approximation to the wave func­
tion. The level spacings for the contour plots in (b) and (c) are on a log10 
scale. The classical phase space structure which characterizes this motion is 
a whorl.
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Figure 2.8: Phase Space Portraits at the Equivalence Time. A comparison of 
the classical, quantum and semiclassical phase space portraits for e =  0.126 
at t — 12, similar to that of Fig. 2.7. The classical distribution is on the 
verge of being folded by the hyperbolic fixed point to produce a tendril.
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Figure 2.9: Phase Space Portraits after the Equivalence Time. A comparison 
of the classical, quantum and semiclassical phase space portraits for t — 0.126 
at t =  13, similar to that of Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8. The quantum transform 
has acquired a nodal structure for which the underlying classical structure is 
a tendril.
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the folding associated with the classical chaos. Because the nodes are clearly 
present in both the quantum  and semiclassical pictures (see Figs. 2.9(b) 
and 2.9(c)), their origin must be semiclassical. To discuss the origin of the 
nodes in greater detail, I magnify the folded/nodal structure of Fig. 2.9 and 
plot, in Figs. 2.10(a) and 2.10(b), the quantum and semiclassical phase space 
transforms on top of the classical dots in order to show the locations of the 
nodes in relation to the classical phase space structure.
While the reproduction of the nodal structure by the semiclassical calcu­
lation shown in Fig. 2.10(b) is clearly imperfect, the qualitative agreement is 
apparent. It is difficult to get better agreement for this fine structure because 
the grid of initial conditions gets drastically stretched by the dynamics, espe­
cially after the folding process begins, resulting in intervals along the classical 
distribution where the paths become too sparsely represented to get the nodes 
in precisely the right places. The agreement does improve by increasing the 
density of the grid of initial conditions, particularly the vertical (momentum) 
grid density; however, the computation time also increases linearly with the 
total number of grid points, thereby preventing any substantial improvement 
over the results I present given my computational constraints. The spurious 
peaks associated with caustics also impede agreement between the quantum  
and semiclassical pictures. As these peaks appear because there really are 
poles at the caustics in the semiclassical propagator, they cannot be elimi­
nated. In particular, the false amplitude associated with these poles reduces 
the amplitude associated with the real features in the wave function. Given
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these problems and the subtle nature of the nonclassical features in the quan­
tum transform, it is not surprising that the semiclassical calculation can only 
reproduce the two most prominent nodes.
The snapshots in time of the classically evolved cloud in Fig. 2.7(a), 
2.8(a), and 2.9(a) may be interpreted as a flow field that is stretched and 
compressed in accordance with the underlying KAM orbit structure. Note 
that the general sense of the flow is clockwise. This is reflected by the sense 
of the change in the cumulative action which increases in the direction of flow 
for p d x  > 0 and decreases in the direction of flow for p d x  <  0. Also note 
that the classical amplitude piles up at the “turning points” where the dis­
tribution is locally vertical in (x , p ). Strictly speaking, this interpretation is 
only valid locally, i.e., for flow times which are short compared to the period 
of the perturbation. Thus, one may interpret short segments of the flow that 
have the same initial and final positions as classical paths that should inter­
fere in the semiclassical sense. In particular, I find that the flow segments 
CA and BD of Fig. 2.10(a) are interfering with one another to produce the 
observed nodal structure.
As previously explained in Sec. 2.2.3, the qualitative features of the semi­
classical wave function may be inferred directly from the semiclassical prop­
agator Gsc{ x , x 0, t) .  The latter being simply a sum of complex terms, each 
having an amplitude and a phase, I approximate the wave function at x  — 
and t =  t[ as ipsc(x[,i{) ~  X) AJcexp (i<j>,c) where the phase associated with 
a given path is <j>K {xf ,x 0) =  S (p o ,x0, t ) / h  — ut7r/2  and the amplitude, which
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Figure 2.10: Magnified View of Nodal Structure, (a) An enlargement of 
the nodes in Fig. 2.9(b) plotted with the classical distribution to show the 
locations of the nodes in relation to the classical structure. The coordinates 
(x . p ) of the two nodes shown are (0 .39.-0.80) and (0 .42,-0.69). (b) The 
same plot for the semiclassical approximation of Fig. 2.9(c). In (a) the levels 
are -3.5.-4,-5,-6,-7 and -8 while in (b) the levels are -3.5,-4,-4.5 and -5. In 
both cases the spacings are on a log1(J scale with solid being high and dotted 
being low. The letters (A-E) in (a) are for reference in the discussion.
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is essentially a measure of the path density, is A sc \dxf/dpo\  In order 
for there to be discernible interference among the terms in the propagator, 
their relative phases must not vary too rapidly (or else the interference term 
vanishes under the integral which I am suppressing), and their amplitudes 
must not be too dissimilar. Assuming these conditions are satisfied, the lo­
cations of the nodes in the wave function can be inferred given the number 
of terms involved, their relative phases, and their relative magnitudes.
If I examine the relative phases for the paths AB, CA, and BD of 
Fig. 2.10(a), I find that the phases of paths BD and CA differ by it at the 
locations (in x ) of the nodes. I also find that this phase difference varies at 
a rate which correctly accounts for the spacing of the nodes. In particular, 
the rate of variation of the phase difference for paths BD and CA is about 
seven cycles per unit length. This is in contrast to the 50-fold greater rates 
of variation for paths BD and AB and for paths AB and CA.
The positions of the nodes can be deduced from the semiclassical am ­
plitudes for these two paths. The relative amplitudes of the two interfering 
paths are indicated by the classical dot densities of Fig. 2.10. If the dot 
densities for the interfering paths were equal, I would expect the nodes to 
be centered (in p) between them. In Fig. 2.10 I see that the dot density for 
path BD is at least 10 times greater than the dot density for path CA. As 
a result, the centers of the nodes (where the destructive interference most 
complete) are pulled toward the path of lower amplitude.
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The only places where my flow field interpretation is wrong is at the 
turning points associated with the folded structure (see points A, B, and 
C in Fig. 2.10(a)). By tracking the caustic counts for the particles that 
comprise the flow, I found that the caustic count decreases by one rather 
than increasing by one at the nose of the fold (point A). Because the caustic 
count can only increase with time, the flow must be discontinuous at point 
A, making it a spurious caustic in the flow field. As a result, the Gutzwiller 
phases for the two interfering paths (CA and BD) are the same because the 
caustic that is lost a t point A is “subsequently” found at point B.
Because the flow field interpretation of the classical probability den­
sity is locally valid (except at the three spurious caustics) and because the 
Gutzwiller phases for the two interfering paths are the same, the phase space 
area enclosed by the interfering paths between successive nodes should be 
about 2x h. The 27T phase difference between beats is given by
4 > \ - 4 > 2 = j  \pi(x) -  p2{x)\/h dx  + 6, (2.13)
JXjx
where x n and xn+] are the positions of successive nodes and <5 =  /  ( Vt( x 2, t ) — 
Vt(xj , t ) )  d t/h. is the phase change due to the time-varying piece of the Hamil­
tonian. If S were zero, the phase space area, which is given by the first term , 
would exactly equal 2zr. Here the measured area enclosed by paths BD and 
CA between the two dominant nodes is about 6.2. An order of m agnitude 
estimate gives |<f>| ~  c(A p)T /h u>, where Ap is the momentum difference be­
tween the paths and T  is the time difference between beats, and for A p ss 0.08
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and T  «  0.06, I find that <5 ~  0.15. So, the phase difference between the 
nodes is roughly consistent with enclosed phase space area.
Besides the nodal structure, I observe a slight pinch in the quantum phase 
space distribution at the leading edge of the nose of the fold located at point 
E in in Fig. 2.10(a). Like the nodes, the pinch forms when the classical 
probability distribution acquires the tendrils associated with motion near 
a hyperbolic fixed point. Unlike the nodes, however, the pinch cannot be 
explained as an interference phenomenon as there are no underlying classical 
paths at the pinch to interfere. This absence of underlying classical structure 
suggests that the pinch does not have a semiclassical origin, but rather, 
arises from quantum fluctuations around the classical paths. Unfortunately, 
my semiclassical calculation does not have sufficient resolution to verify this 
supposition.
2.4 Conclusions
I find that the quantum and classical pictures are equivalent (within the 
limitations of my statistics) well beyond the Ehrenfest time. Thus, I see that 
being in the classical limit does not necessarily mean that the dynamics must 
be localized. I also find that this quantum-classical equivalence persists much 
longer in the absence of classical chaos. I conclude that for the wave packet 
to remain localized beyond the equivalence time, which is when the phase 
space structures of the classical chaos first appear, h must be much smaller
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than  my choice of 1/2007T. This would mean a quantum  length scale which 
is negligibly small compared to the scale of variation of the potential.
The repeated folding of the classical probability density tha t results from 
the flow interacting with the hyperbolic fixed points is the mechanism that 
eventually spreads the classical amplitude uniformly throughout phase space, 
bringing about the mixing behavior that characterizes chaos. I have found 
that this same mechanism also results in the breakdown of the quantum- 
classical equivalence that characterizes the early tim e dynamics of my system 
in the absence of classical chaos. Specifically, I have found that the quantum 
phase space transform exhibits a nodal structure on top of the tendrils that 
result from the classical folding process. I have shown that the contributions 
to the semiclassical propagator by those tendrils having the same Gutzwiller 
phases differ in phase by 7r at the locations (in x) of the quantum  nodes. 
I have also shown that the variations of the phase difference between the 
tendrils correctly accounts for the spacing between the nodes and that the 
relative amplitudes of the tendrils correctly accounts for their locations (in 
p). Finally, I have shown that these nodes eminate from a false caustic, 
giving rise to the existence of multiple paths with the same caustic count, or 
Gutzwiller phase. In other words, without the false caustic, the interfering 
paths would not exist at all.
The development of these nodes as a result of tendrils beating against one 
another is a concrete example of how quantum interference, by punching holes 
in the classical probability density, inhibits classical mixing. Because of the
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essential role played by tendrils (and the underlying hyperbolic fixed points) 
in the onset of classical chaos, I would expect these nodes to be a generic 
feature in chaotic quantum dynamics that contributes to the quantum  sup­
pression of mixing. I would also expect interference of this nature—between 
classical paths having nearby origins in phase space—to be the dominant 
effect as long as the motion remains bounded. Other quantum interference 
effects—involving classical paths with distant origins or nonclassical paths, 
for examples—may become im portant as the classical chaos becomes more 
fully developed.
In addition to the nodal structure, I find that the quantum phase space 
distribution acquires a slight pinch at the leading edge of the nose of the fold. 
The absence of classically folded structure underlying the pinch suggests that 
its origin is probably not semiclassical. Regardless of its origin, the pinch, like 
the nodes, contributes to the inhibition of classical mixing by redistributing 
the classical probability amplitude.
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Escaping the Separatrix
In this chapter I consider essentially the same system as in the previous 
chapter but focus my attention on the classical exit event when a substantial 
fraction of the classical distribution crosses the separatrix and leaves the well, 
marking the onset of chaos. Here I will show that the apparent equivalence of 
the quantum  and classical distributions rapidly disintegrates when a “turning 
point” in the Lagrangian manifold that corresponds to a true caustic moves 
past a hyperbolic fixed point and outside the initial well. Specifically, I 
observe that while the peak in the classical probability density associated 
with the caustic follows the caustic out of the well, the peak in the quantum 
distribution becomes pinned at the top of the barrier. This pinning effect 
represents a specific dynamical mechanism for the quantum inhibition of 
classical mixing in a time-dependent Hamiltonian system.
55
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I have deliberately chosen to study a time-dependent Hamiltonian with 
one degree of freedom because it is sufficiently complex to exhibit chaos yet 
simple enough to be studied directly in phase space. I point out that this 
problem is not equivalent to the conservative two-dimensional problem ob­
tained by elevating tim e to the role of an additional degree of freedom because 
of the distinct role of time as a parameter rather than an operator in quan­
tum mechanics. The quasi-conservative system that one obtains by invoking 
the strobed-time Floquet formalism[22] is not relevant to my problem either 
since the phenomena I observe occurs on a time scale that is a fraction of 
the period of the driving and cannot be discussed meaningfully in terms of 
a single quasi-energy Floquet state. Not being constrained by the symmetry 
of a time-invariant Hamiltonian, the mechanisms I observe are not limited 
to conservative systems; they may in fact be disallowed by that symmetry in 
certain cases.
Although the origin of the pinning effect, like the nodes of the previous 
chapter, can be understood semiclassically, the origins of the two effects are 
distinctly different. The nodes were shown to be the result of a beating 
phenomenon in the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller (VVG) propagator[49, 50] between 
paths having the same Gutzwiller phase. The most prominent nodes were 
found to be the closest in action to a false caustic in the flow field that 
developed as result of the interaction of the Lagrangian manifold with the 
hyperbolic fixed point. In contrast, the structure I observe here is a result 
of interference between direct and reflected paths—which differ by 7r/2 in
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Gutzwiller phase—and the most prominent structure is in the neighborhood 
of a true caustic.
Because the stationary paths in the path integral converge at a caus­
tic, the stationary-phase approximation that leads to the VVG propagator 
by summing each classical path independently breaks down. Therefore, to 
discuss the behavior near the caustic, I adopt a semiclassical propagator de­
rived by Schulman[28] that is strictly valid only in the immediate vicinity of 
a caustic. Since this propagator cannot be evaluated numerically as easily 
as the VVG propagator, I develop an approximate “connection formula”— 
similar in spirit to the WKB connection formulas—to evaluate the Schulman 
propagator from the VVG expression. This yields an expression that is valid 
even at the caustic. I use this hybrid propagator to show that the differences 
between the classical and quantum behavior associated with the classical 
exit event can be understood semiclassically in terms of the area-preserving 
deformation of the manifold.
Furthermore, my propagator can be used to study the exponential tail of 
the wave function in the shadow, or classically forbidden, region of the caus­
tic that is missed completely by the VVG propagator. This is im portant to 
my problem since the stretching of the exponential tail is the primary semi- 
classical mechanism for the quantum system to explore the world outside the 
remnant separatrix. Hence, the VVG propagator, which puts zero amplitude 
in the classically forbidden region, becomes inadequate to describe the dy­
namics of the wave packet after the exit event. I point out that this failure
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of the VVG propagator is not necessarily inconsistent with the long-time 
accuracy achieved by Heller and Tomsovic [29] in the case of the stadium 
billiard. Since the amplitude in the forbidden regions is evidently negligible 
in that problem [32], it follows that the stretching of the exponential tail and 
associated phenomena that I observe must not be significant there.
The main body of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 I 
describe the Hamiltonian, the choice of initial conditions, and the method of 
analysis. (The present discussion is rather brief since a complete discussion is 
given in the previous chapter.) I explain my semiclassical analysis in Sec. 3.2, 
and in Sec. 3.3 I present my results. I close in Sec. 3.4 with a summary of 
my results and some concluding remarks.
3.1 T he Problem
I study the motion of a particle of mass 1/2 in a cosine potential subject 
to a sinusoidally driven external force. The Hamiltonian is given by
H(p,  x , t )  = p2 — ^ cos (irx) — ex sin (cot +  <j>) (3.1)
with u) =  2.5, e =  0.126, and cj> — 1.5493. (I include the nonzero constant <j>1 
to make contact with the calculation of Ch. 2.) For these choices of u> and 
e [45] the external force may be considered as a small perturbation in the
'In order to  am plify the interesting behavior associated w ith the classical ex it event for 
the in itia l conditions o f  Ch. 2, 1 followed the unstable classical trajectory used in Ch. 2 up 
to a tim e t =  12/tt shortly before the classical ex it event and launched a localized wave 
packet there.
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context of KAM theory[2], and I am justified in discussing the dynamics in 
the context of the remnant orbit structure of the unperturbed motion. The 
separatrix a t the threshold energy of the cosine potential plays a particularly 
im portant role in the onset of the chaos, being the first orbit to rupture 
but the last to fully disintegrate as a result of the perturbation. This orbit 
is shown in Fig. 3.1(a) with the hyperbolic (unstable) fixed points and the 
stable and unstable manifolds labeled accordingly.
In this chapter I study the dynamics for initial conditions in the neigh­
borhood of the point (p0, x 0) — (—0.7889, —0.3215). The trajectories starting 
in this neighborhood, being very near the (unperturbed) separatrix, rapidly 
lead to unbounded motion at t ex & 2.5. (Note that t CI ~  T,  where T  — 2t: / uj 
is the period of the external force.) This choice of initial conditions allows 
me to examine the escape event associated with the onset of chaos with a 
minimum of computational effort.
To study the quantum evolution, I again propagate an initial wave func­
tion forward in tim e by the split operator method[48] generalized to time- 
dependent Hamiltonians. As before, my choice of h =  1/200tt sets the quan­
tum  length scale for the problem to be small compared to the scale of vari­
ation in the potential, allowing me to pick a wave function that is initially 
well-localized in both position and momentum. I choose for ^ (x ,0 ) a Gaus­
sian wave packet of width a  centered at (p0, x a)
il>[x, 0) =  (7rcr2) ' / ‘' e x p
(x -  x 0)2 p
+ i —  {x -  x 0)
2a 2 h
(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic Depiction of the Initial Conditions, (a) The un­
perturbed separatrix at zero energy showing the stable and unstable mani­
folds of the hyperbolic fixed points at x  =  ±1. The location of the initial 
wave packet at (po,x0) =  (-0 .7889,-0 .3215) is also shown, (b) The unper­
turbed (solid) and perturbed (dashed) potentials V0{x)  = (1/2) cos (rx )  and 
0) =  V0(x) — earsin(^) with a schematic depiction of the initial wave 
packet.
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The initial width a = 0.0225 of the wave packet is chosen to  be equal to that 
of the ground state wave function at the bottom of the cosine potential. I 
include one cosine well on each side of the well at the origin (three wells total) 
to avoid spurious interference between the escaping quantum  am plitude and 
that remaining in the initial well due to the periodic boundary conditions 
imposed by the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. A schematic depiction 
of the initial wave function in the cosine potential is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). 
The solid curve gives the cosine potential V^x), while the dashed curve 
gives the complete potential V(x,0) =  V0(x) — exsin (</>). Accompanying 
the seesaw motion of the external washboard potential, the x  coordinate of 
each hyperbolic fixed point at (ph,Xh) oscillates sinusoidally in time with 
Xh ~  ± n  — (2c/ic2) sin (uit +  <f>) (n  =  1, 3,5...) and pk =  0. The wave packet 
is launched in the negative x  direction, as shown. After reflecting off the 
barrier at x  ~  — 1 (which rises in time to meet it), it subsequently scatters 
off the top of the barrier at x  ~  +1 where it is partially transm itted.
To study the classical evolution, I again evolve the classical equations 
of motion forward in time for a set of 10000 particles with different initial 
conditions. To ensure that the classical and quantum  descriptions agree 
initially, meaning that the classical and quantum probability densities are 
initially equivalent, the initial conditions are drawn at random from a two- 
dimensional Gaussian distribution centered at (p0,x 0) with widths in p and 
x  equal to the widths in momentum and position of the initial Gaussian 
wave packet of Eq. (3.2). I then compare the classical flow of particles to the
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time-evolved quantum  probability density Pqm{x, t) = \i>(x, f) |2 by making a 
histogram with respect to x  of the classical distribution at snapshots in time.
3.2 Sem iclassical A nalysis
I remind the reader that the time-evolved wave function is found from 
the initial wave function ip(x, 0) and the propagator as follows:
ij)(x,t) — J  dx 'G { x , x ' \ t ) i l ) ( x ' , 0). (3.3)
For the semiclassical analysis I require an accurate approximation to the 
propagator. Far from a caustic I use the well-known propagator due to Van 
Vleck[49] and Gutzwiller[50]
G V V G [ X
cl.paths 2niti
1 / 2 d 2S { x , x \ t )
d x d x '
1/2
exp z
. S { x , x ' , t )  . 7T
I . 
(3.4)
while close to a caustic I employ an expression for the propagator due to 
Schulman[28]
1 / 2
G Sch ( a., X , / ) —
1 A(x, x', t)
y/2irih. (d2S / d x d x 0 " 1
Ai(^r) exp ( i
S c + p c ( x -  X c )
h
(3.5)
In these two expressions S ( x , x ' , t )  is the classical action as a function of the 
initial (x') and final (x) positions, S c = S { x c, x ' , t )  and (pc, x c) respectively 
give the action and phase space coordinates at the caustic, and i/t counts 
the number of times the trajectory connecting x'  and x  encounters a caustic
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(z/t7r /2  is called the Gutzwiller phase). The argum ent z ( x , x ' , t ) of the Airy 
function in Eq. (3.5) is found2 by solving the boundary value problem for the 
quantum  fluctuations around the classical trajectory x ( x ' , t )  [28] and is re­
lated to the eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue (where Aj a  A(i', x', t ) j t 2)- 
While both the numerator and denominator in the prefactor of Eq. (3.5) sepa­
rately vanish at x  =  x c, their ratio is finite so that the singularity in Eq. (3.4) 
at x  = x c is absent in Eq. (3.5).
Both of these expressions represent a WKB approximation to the exact 
propagator[28], meaning that the path integral is evaluated by the method of 
steepest descents[55]. The former, which assumes that the stationary paths 
are well-separated, is valid when the relative action for any two paths is much 
greater than h, while the latter, which assumes th a t two of the stationary 
paths are coalescing at a caustic, is valid only in the immediate vicinity of 
the caustic.
As an initial value problem, implementing the propagator of Eq. (3.4) 
is a very reasonable task in one dimension for short times, even when the 
dynamics are chaotic, and one can often get away with simply ignoring the 
caustic spikes associated with the singularity in the prefactor[29]. Unfortu­
nately, as I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, I do not find this to
2In Schu lm an’s notation  the prcfactor in Eq. (3 .5) is given (up to an overall tim e- 
dependent “constan t” ) by / f(t).  The eigenvalue A] is found by solv ing the equation  
for the Jacobi field <j> m<j> +  d2V/dx2\Xcl<j> + \ n<t> = 0 w ith ^ (0 ) =  <p(t) =  0 and Ai <  
A2 < , . . . ,  while f(t)  is found from the initial value problem  mf  +  d2V/dx2\Xclf  = 0 with  
/ ( 0 )  =  0 and / ( 0 )  =  1. My form for the propagator in Eq. (3 .5) follows given that 
f(t) = -m{d2Sldxdx')-1. (See Ref. [28] Chs. 12-13, 15.)
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be the case for my problem. But an exact calculation of Eq. (3.5) is basically 
untenable because of the need to solve a boundary value problem at each 
point in space. To avoid this I approximate G sch by relating it asymptoti­
cally to G v v g - The validity of this approximation rests on being able to find 
a region not too close to the caustic where both G v v g  and G sch are both 
reasonably accurate in order to match them , similar in spirit to the usual 
WKB connection formulas for semiclassical wave functions[27, pp. 268-279], 
My “connection formula” gives the argument of the Airy function in terms 
of the action difference between the direct and reflected paths. Thus, one 
has only to solve the classical equations of motion (an initial value problem) 
and compute the action along the classical paths to  evaluate G sch-
As in Ch. 2, the initial wave function of Eq. (3.2) is sufficiently local­
ized at x'  — x 0 that near the caustic I may crudely approximate ij>(x,t) in 
Eq. (3.3) by G ( x , x 0, t)  directly. In Eq. (3.5) I take 2 to be sufficiently large 
and negative (more precisely, \z\~3l2 <C 1) to replace Ai(z) with its leading 
asymptotic expansion. Also, I assume th a t the sum over classical paths in 
Eq. (3.4) consists of a single pair of direct and reflected paths and that the 
prefactors for these two paths are equal.
In this approximation I find that
A S (x )  7r'
|GVvc(a:, 0 |2 =
1 d 2S ( x , x ' , t )
27rh d x d x ' x'—Xo
1 +  cos
and
IGSch{x,t)\2 oc | a ( x ) |  1/2 1 + cos Q |s (a r) |3/2_
(3.6)
(3.7)
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where A 5(x) =  S r(x, x 0, t )  — Sd(x, x„, t) > 0. (The subscripts d , r  denote the 
direct and reflected paths, respectively.) By comparing the cosine arguments 
for Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), one obtains the relation z(x )  =  ~ ( 3 A S ( x ) / 4 h ) 2/ 3. 
Although the condition |.z|3/2 <C 1 is satisfied (to about a percent) only 
if A S / h  >  27r, I find that using this expression for 2 in Eq. (3.5) works 
remarkably well even as A S / h  => 0. For the shadow region of the caustic 
(x >  x c) I estimate the magnitude of 2 =  + |z | by reflecting the action 
difference about the caustic; that is, I take A S{x )  =  A S (x  — xc). I cannot 
infer the constant prefactor of Eq. (3.5) in a similar manner because the 
quantity | (3A5/4/i) V3 only crudely mimics the behavior of the
VVG prefactor as x  => x c.
To evaluate \Gv v g \2 and \Gsch\2 according to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) I evolve 
the vertical strip of phase space defined by x'  = x Q forward in time ac­
cording to the classical equations of motion. At the desired time I obtain 
the action S ( x , x ' , t )  and its mixed partial derivative d 2S { x , x ' , t ) / d x d x '  =  
—d p ' { x , x ' , i ) / d x  as functions of x  for the direct and reflected paths by inter­
polating between the time-evolved grid points representing the strip. Given 
these quantities, the rest of the calculation is straightforward.
Although I have argued that the VVG propagator fails near caustics, the 
overall character of the wave function is often preserved despite the presence 
of caustic spikes. Even when the wave function is piled up at the caustic 
so that the effect cannot be ignored, the problem is often temporary, disap­
pearing once the amplitude has scattered away. However, when there is a
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sustained accumulation of amplitude at the caustic like I see in my problem, 
the VVG propagator becomes inadequate.
To demonstrate this worst case scenario, I compare |^’(a:,<)|2 for the 
full quantum calculation to both the VVG and Schulman expressions for 
|G(x, x0, f ) |2 at t = 3, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Both curves are m atched onto 
the full quantum calculation at the primary maximum (x m  0.89) to deter­
mine the “correct” prefactors3. This is necessary because I do not know the 
Schulman prefactor and, being so close to a caustic, I cannot tru st the VVG 
prefactor. For the sake of comparison I also integrate Eq. (3.3) numerically 
for the VVG propagator using Heller’s Cellular Dynamics m ethod4[56]. (I 
cannot do the same for the Schulman propagator because my m ethod of ap­
proximation suppresses both the phase information and the prefactor which 
depend on pa.) The critical and shadow regions of the caustic at x c ~  1.09 
are indicated on the the plot.
Comparing the VVG and Schulman expressions for |G'(x, x 0, f )|2 to the 
true quantum probability density, 1 see that the VVG expression gets the 
oscillations to the left of the caustic about right, but it fares badly in the 
critical region of the caustic, as expected, and it lacks an exponential tail 
altogether. The Schulman expression, on the other hand, not only gets the
JIt is not possible to m atch these curves to each other directly by insistin g  the wave
function be norm alized because the W K B  propagator— which includes the VVG  and Schul­
m an expressions as lim iting  cases— is not in general unitary. U nitarity is on ly  preserved 
when the W K B propagator happens to be exact— as for quadratic potentia ls.
4ln this calculation I take q = /3 = 32/<r2 where a and 0 are the adjustab le cell 
param eters discussed in the Ref. [56] and c is the width o f the wave packet in Eq. (3 .2 ).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of Semiclassical Calculations. A comparison of 
Pqm( x , t )  (solid curve) to \G(x, x a, t ) \ lvG  (dash-dot curve) and \G(x,  x0, t) \2Sch 
(dashed curve) at t — 3. Also shown is the Cellular Dynamics calculation of 
the VVG probability density (dotted curve).
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oscillations about right, but also correctly describes the exponential behavior 
at the caustic and into the shadow region where z(x )  >  0. In the Cellular 
Dynamics calculation the spurious singularity in the integrand causes the 
primary peak to have too much amplitude and to be shifted to the right, and 
the change in the location of the caustic across the set of time-evolved vertical 
strips that contribute to the integral gives rise to a tail in the shadow region 
that poorly approximates the true feature. While the integration smears the 
singularity out, it clearly does not fix the problem.
3.3 R esu lts
In order to discuss the quantum dynamics of this system in a semiclassical 
context, it is necessary that I first point out several features of the classical 
flow as it approaches and interacts with the hyperbolic fixed points. In 
Figures 3.3(a)-(h) I show the time evolution of the classical phase space 
distribution from t — 0.0 to t =  3.5 at intervals of A t  — 0.5. Each dot 
represents the time-evolved coordinates for one of the 10000 particles in the 
distribution. I superimpose the separatrix of the unperturbed problem in the 
first two frames for reference, and in the last two frames I indicate both the 
caustic (at c) and the feature that I call the false caustic (at fc).
First, the initially compact object rapidly spreads out along the remnant 
separatrix, being stretched by the unstable manifold of the hyperbolic fixed 
point at i  «  —1, as shown in Figs. 3.3(a)-(d). As a result, the particles
















Figure 3.3: Time Evolution of the Classical Probability Density, (a)-(h) 
The time evolution of the Gaussian phase space distribution at increments 
of A t  — 0.5 (fa 0.2T).  The “tendril” as discussed in the text refers to the 
feature in the distribution between the caustic (at c) and the false caustic 
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appear to be following the same (threshold) orbit in Fig. 3.3(e). They in fact 
approach the hyperbolic fixed point at x  & +1 with a fraction of the original 
energy dispersion. This behavior is distinctly different from the spreading 
that occurs in the absence of the time-dependent perturbation and is not just 
a consequence of the orbital period being time-dependent.
Second, the bright side of the caustic (x  < x c) is not restricted to the 
inside of the initial well (x < xh & 1), as shown in Figs. 3.3(g) and 3.3(h). 
The phase space coordinates of the caustic are clearly outside the separa­
trix in both cases. The remnant separatrix is thus only a “partial barrier to 
transport” [57] that temporarily confines the phase space flow, and the in­
teraction of the flow with the hyperbolic fixed point is the door to the region 
of phase space that was inaccessible in the absence of chaos. Here I note 
that the classical dynamics does not achieve local mixing inside the remnant 
separatrix prior to the exit event in contrast with the analysis of Bohigas 
et a/.[17, p. 124] which assumes that local mixing is well-established before 
regions separated by partial transport barriers communicate with each other.
Third, the tendril that results from the interaction of the flow with the 
hyperbolic fixed point—meaning the feature in the Lagrangian manifold be­
tween the caustic and the false caustic in Figs. 3.3(g) and 3.3(h)—gets thinner 
and longer as a function of time. The tendril is thus acting like a  closed curve 
in phase space whose enclosed area is conserved by Liouville’s theorem. Ne­
glecting the term f  A H(t)dt  <x e that follows from the inexact cancellation of 
the time-dependent potential along the two paths, as shown in Ch. 2, the area
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“enclosed” by the tendril AA =  Ap(x )dx  is indeed approximately given 
by the relative action between the two paths at the false caustic A S ( x f c,x ' ) ,  
where (p jc, X f c) denote the coordinates of the false caustic.
The false caustic is a “turning point,” or fold, in the Lagrangian manifold 
that does not correspond to a real caustic, meaning that the caustic count i/t 
is not incremented by one there, but rather, is decremented by one. (Figure 
3.3(g) shows the fold actually just on the verge of forming.) Particles do not 
flow around this fold as a function of time. Rather, those in the immediate 
vicinity of the false caustic move rigidly with the manifold as it deforms. 
Consequently, the quantity A S ( x  f c,x ' )  approaches a constant value as the 
gap between the two paths at the false caustic closes. Since A S ( x j c,x ' )  m 
AA, the area-preserving nature of the flow that gives rise to the stretching 
of the tendril is seen to be closely tied to the existence of the false caustic in 
the Lagrangian manifold.
Having discussed some general features of the classical flow, I will now 
examine the corresponding quantum  and classical probability densities shown 
in Figs. 3.4(a)-(h). Note that the classical and quantum  distributions are 
essentially indistinguishable for t < 2 but that this equivalence disappears 
once the tendril forms and the classical motion becomes unbounded (t > 2). 
I should also point out that while some of the particles appear to escape 
the well to the left at f «  1, they subsequently get pulled back inside (see 
Figs. 3.3(c)-(e) and Figs. 3.4(c)-(e)), which implies that they stay within 
the perturbed KAM separatrix. Unlike the real escape event, this spurious
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event is not accompanied by any folding of the Lagrangian manifold, and the 
equivalence of the quantum  and classical distributions is preserved.
Just prior to the departure of the quantum from the classical behavior 
at f ~  2.5, x c and a:;, are seen to be nearly coincident, as are the quantum 
and classical maxima. The caustic then moves off in the positive x-direction 
away from the hyperbolic fixed point, and the classical maximum follows. 
The quantum maximum, however, is left behind, stuck on top of the cosine 
barrier. This pinning of the quantum peak on the barrier, as a mechanism 
for the inhibition of mixing, is the key feature that I observe in the quantum 
chaotic dynamics of this system.
I emphasize th a t this sticking or pinning phenomenon is not a result of 
the difference in quantum  and classical transmission coefficients for a cosine 
barrier—which is negligible by comparison for my value of h. In particular, 
I find no appreciable difference between time-evolved quantum  and classical 
probability densities when I scatter a Gaussian wave packet a t the threshold 
energy off an isolated rigid cosine barrier. Nor is this behavior caused by 
the side-to-side and/or up-and-down motion of an isolated potential barrier: 
if I mimic the oscillations in position and energy near the hyperbolic fixed 
point of the perturbed cosine potential with a potential barrier of the form 
(1 +  S( t ) )  cos (k x  — R{t)) ,  I again find no appreciable difference between the 
quantum and classical scattering at near threshold energies. I conclude that 
the history of the wave packet in the cosine well, particularly its delocalization 
prior to the escape event as the particles get spread out along the remnant
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Figure 3.4: Time Evolution of the Husimi Transform, (a)-(h) The time 
evolution of Pci(x, t) (dashed curve) and Pqm(x, t ) (solid curve) at increments 
of A i =  0.5 («  0.2T). Note the divergence of the classical and quantum 
maxima that occurs in (g) and (h) accompanying the emergence of the tendril 
in Fig. 3.3.
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separatrix, is crucial in giving rise to the differences between the classical 
and quantum distributions that I observe.
Ironically, the delocalization of the wave packet is, in the following sense, 
related to eigenfunction localization. Having noted that the classical phase 
space distribution of Fig. 3.3(a) evolves to resemble the separatrix, one might 
expect the corresponding time-evolved wave functions to resemble the near­
threshold eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Quite generally, for 
potentials with local maxima (or saddle points in two or more dimensions) 
at energies well above the ground state energy, the near-threshold eigen­
states are known to be highly peaked or “localized” at the potential en­
ergy maxima[58]. This feature is clearly manifested in the wave functions 
of Figs. 3.4(e)-(h): the overlap of the still-localized wave packet and the 
extended threshold eigenfunction is small in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), but 
as the wave packet spreads out along the separatrix, the overlap increases. 
Thus, the accumulation of amplitude at the hyperbolic fixed point represents 
the propensity for the chaotic dynamics to increase the overlap between the 
evolving wave function and the threshold eigenstates. In this sense, the stick­
iness of the hyperbolic fixed point that gives rise to the pinning effect is a 
time-dependent manifestation of eigenfunction localization.
1 emphasize that the pinning effect occurs on a time scale short compared 
to the period of the driving. If one were to study the strobed dynamics of 
my time-periodic Hamiltonian at long times, one would expect the Floquet 
states rather than the eigenstates of the unperturbed problem to govern the
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(coarse-grained) dynamics, particularly the Floquet states having the great­
est overlap with the initial state. An analysis of the strobed-time quantum  
map, like those of Geisel et al. [14] and Spina and Skodje [59] for the quantum  
kicked rotor, would miss this effect entirely.
The pinning effect can also be understood dynamically as a quantum  
interference effect between paths in the semiclassical propagator. The inter­
ference I see does not result from a wave packet tha t splits while interacting 
with a hyperbolic fixed point and later recombines at another hyperbolic 
fixed point [59]. Rather, the interference occurs at the first interaction with 
a hyperbolic fixed point and between very similar paths. To explain this I 
focus on the tendril feature in the region of the caustic at t =  3, just after the 
escape event. I show the quantum  and classical probability densities as well 
as the Schulman/W KB approximation of Eq. (3.7) in Fig. 3.5(a) and the cor­
responding classical phase space distribution in Fig. 3.5(b). In Figure 3.5(c) 
I plot the relative action A S ( x )  and VVG path amplitude \d2 S  /  dxdx ' \~} l la 
for the time-evolved vertical strip p(x,  x a) with the direct and reflected paths 
and the locations of the caustic (c), false caustic (/c), and z-coordinate of 
the hyperbolic fixed point indicated accordingly.
The agreement between the quantum  distribution and the WKB approx­
imation in Fig. 3.5(a) clearly demonstrates that the structure of the wave 
function in the vicinity of the tendril has a semiclassical origin. Specifically, 
the oscillatory nature of the wave function here is caused by interference be­
tween the two nearby paths tha t comprise the tendril. These paths do not
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contribute to the propagator independently, however, because of the prox­
imity of their actions (see Fig. 3.5(c)), which is why I must use Schulman’s 
approximation to  the two-path WKB propagator to describe the interference 
properly. My semiclassical analysis is only valid in the region x  > x / c, how­
ever, because of the sudden divergence of the VVG amplitudes to the left of 
the false caustic (see Fig. 3.5(c)). I observe similar agreement between the 
quantum  distribution and Schulman’s approximation at f =  2.5 and t =  3.5, 
although the presence of additional paths complicate m atters somewhat in 
the latter case.
The region for which A S ( x , x ' ) / h  <  1—or equivalently, the region where 
Schulman’s propagator should replace the VVG propagator—grows directly 
with the length of the tendril. Since the area enclosed by the tendril A A  
is roughly constant in tim e with A  A  zz A S { x f c,x ') ,  as explained above, 
it follows that the Airy structure associated with the tendril simply gets 
stretched as the tendril is stretched. As a result, the quantum  peak re­
mains near x^ zz +1 where it originated. The area-preserving nature of the 
chaotic Hamiltonian flow, coupled with the presence of the false caustic in 
the Lagrangian manifold, is thus responsible for the peak in the quantum 
distribution being held at the hyperbolic fixed point, thereby inhibiting the 
quantum transport of probability across the separatrix.
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Figure 3.5: Magnified View of the Escape Event, (a) The same curves 
of Fig. 3.4(g) magnified to show the structure associated with the tendril. 
Also shown is the semiclassical approximation |i/>|2 ~  IG's^l2 as described 
in Sec. 3.2 (dotted curve), (b) The corresponding phase space distribution 
of Fig. 3.3(g). (c) The relative action /S.S{x)j2ir in units of h (solid curve), 
and the (inverse) VVG amplitude 6S{x)  =  \/§ 7rft \d2S / dxdx ' \~} l lo along the 
direct and reflected paths (dashed curves).
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3.4 Conclusions
I have shown that the quantum probability density rapidly diverges from 
that of the analogous classical system when the tendril formed by the in­
teraction of the Lagrangian manifold with the hyperbolic fixed point leads 
to (classically) unbounded motion. I have also shown that this divergence 
is the consequence of a quantum interference effect that pins the quantum 
peak associated with the caustic at the top of the potential barrier. This 
pinning effect is a concrete example of how quantum  interference suppresses 
the exploration of “phase space” outside the broken separatrix to inhibit the 
classical mixing.
The origin of the pinning effect was shown to be semiclassical, resulting 
from interference in the propagator between the direct and reflected paths 
associated with the tendril. I found it necessary to use an approximation 
to the WKB propagator due to Schulman that is valid near caustics, rather 
than the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller propagator, in order to study this interference 
properly. This is because the stretching of the tendril that accompanies 
the chaotic dynamics phase locks the entire region of phase space explored 
by the tendril in close proximity to the caustic. I approximate Schulman’s 
propagator by relating its asymptotic expansion to the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller 
propagator. This avoids the untenable boundary value problem one must 
otherwise solve in order to calculate Schulman’s propagator directly. I have 
shown that Schulman’s propagator, evaluated in this way, accounts for the
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difference between the behavior of the quantum  and classical systems at the 
times I consider.
I emphasize that this interference occurs between direct and reflected 
paths, differing in Gutzwiller phase by 7t / 2, in contrast with the interference 
discussed in Ch. 2. Thus, I conclude th a t the interference between direct and 
reflected paths (for these very early times) has no perm anent effect on the 
wave function as it sloshes back and forth in the potential well as long as the 
classical motion remains bounded—just as the structure that appears in a 
wave packet as it scatters off of a rigid barrier[27] is temporary, disappearing 
once the packet is fully reflected. When the motion becomes unbounded, 
however, I have shown that the interference between direct and reflected 
paths in the tendril permanently modifies the wave function, profoundly 
affecting the quantum-classical equivalence that characterizes the dynamics 
prior to the exit time. I have shown that this divergence of the quantum 
and classical behavior is a direct consequence of the folding and stretching 
of the Lagrangian manifold that accompanies the classical flow across the 
separatrix, and that this, in turn, is a direct consequence of the onset of the 
classical chaos.
Because the pinning effect is directly related, in the semiclassical sense, to 
generic features of the classical Hamiltonian chaos, I argue that this mecha­
nism for the inhibition of mixing is itself generic. Thus, one should expect to 
find the pinning effect in other weakly driven chaotic Hamiltonian systems as 
well. Moreover, since classical canonical perturbation theory and the KAM
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theory for the origin of soft chaos are applicable for both time-dependent 
and time-independent perturbations[9], this mechanism should also appear 
in conservative (Hamiltonian) systems characterized by soft chaos. Lack­
ing the time dependence responsible for the false caustic in my problem, I 
suspect that the higher order caustics (where the caustic count vt changes 
by more than one) tha t can exist in such systems because of the increased 
dimensionality would play the role of the false caustic in giving rise to the 
pinning effect.
I cannot go so far as to argue that the pinning effect is generic to all 
Hamiltonian quantum  chaos, however, because the presence of tendrils and 
either false caustics or possibly higher order caustics in the Lagrangian man­
ifold is not, by itself, sufficient to produce this feature. The partial barrier 
to classical phase space transport associated with the broken separatrix ap­
pears to be the more crucial element. While the strongly chaotic stadium 
billiard problem, for example, exhibits both higher order caustics [30] and 
tendril-like structures (see the Birkhoff projection of the Lagrangian manifold 
in Ref. [30]), it does not possess the simple KAM structures—the cantori or 
broken separatrices—that act as partial barriers to transport[57]; nor does 
the quantum system manifest the stretching of the exponential tail in the 
classically forbidden region and associated pinning effect, or so I assume 
given the long time accuracy of the VVG propagator achieved by Heller and 
Tomsovic for that problem. W hether or not the pinning effect is significant 
in other systems characterized by hard chaos is still an open question.
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Influence of the Environm ent
In this chapter I study the influence of an oscillator bath environment on 
the motion of a particle in a cosine potential tha t is driven chaotic by an ex­
ternal time-dependent force. I focus on the early time, weak-coupling regime 
where the noise and dissipation introduced by the environment (especially 
the latter) would be considered small in a nonchaotic setting. I also pose the 
problem in the semiclassical limit where quantum effects arise solely from 
interference between classical paths. This allows me to relate the quantum 
dynamics directly to the classical phase space structures associated with the 
onset of chaos.
I find that the presence of the environment has a profound effect on the 
quantum particle when the classical phase space structures associated with 
the onset of chaos (i.e., the tendrils) become appreciably blurred by the 
noise. I am referring in particular to the structure that gives rise to the
81
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first nonclassical behavior in the isolated problem, as discussed in Ch. 2. 
More specifically, I find that the underlying quantum  nature of the motion is 
suppressed by noise, and that his dephasing occurs long before the dissipation 
is significant. 1 argue on semiclassical grounds that quantum coherence is 
destroyed when the interfering paths associated with the tendrils are rendered 
indistinguishable by the noise.
The main body of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.1 I state 
the problem, first giving the general Hamiltonian for the combined particle- 
bath system then giving the specific particle Hamiltonian. A discussion of 
the calculations follows in Sec. 4.2 with emphasis on the approximations 
and assumptions involved in numerically implementing the oscillator bath 
model. My results are presented in Sec. 4.3 followed by a summary and some 
concluding remarks in Sec. 4.4.
4.1 T he Problem
1 model the environment by numerically implementing the oscillator 
bath model of Caldeira and Leggett[35] (originally due to Feynman and 
Vernon[44]) which I generalize to include the explicit tim e dependence of 
my driving term, following the example of Ref. [34]. This model incorporates 
noise and dissipation canonically by linearly coupling the primary degree of 
freedom to a bath of harmonic oscillators that comprise the environment. 
If the bath parameters are chosen appropriately, this coupling gives rise to
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velocity-dependent damping and Gaussian (or white) noise in the classical 
equations of motion. In this section, I first give the model Hamiltonian for 
the general problem and outline the procedure for taking the classical limit 
(details are given in App. A). Then, I give the specific particle Hamiltonian 
that I study in this chapter.
The Caldeira and Leggett Hamiltonian can be w ritten1 as
H =  (4.1)
where H 0 is the Hamiltonian for the primary degree of freedom. The bath 
degrees of freedom {pa, x a ) are parameterized by masses m a (or frequencies 
U>a / m Q) and oscillator strengths f a  that satisfy the relationship
J(ui) 7r 77
 =  7T- 5Z -  u )  =  lim - — - — rj, (4.2)
U! lUJ „ u/c —cx> 1 f  ( w j W c Y
where J (w) is the spectral density[GO] and 77 is the phenomenological damping 
coefficient.
The model further assumes that the bath oscillators are at thermal equi­
librium when the interaction is turned on at t =  0. Technically, this is 
somewhat artificial because the oscillators must be coupled together (non- 
linearly) for the bath to have reached equilibrium. The usual remedy is to 
attach a Maxwell (or Nose) demon[61] to the bath. But from a practical 
point of view, this added complication is unnecessary. Certainly, nothing is 
gained by letting the bath equilibrate on its own first, as opposed to initiating
! To recover the notation of Ref. [35], one has sim ply  to rescale the bath coordinates 
xa —* {Ca/m aLjl)xa with the substitu tion  f a = C\j{mawt2,).
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it in equilibrium; and once the coupling to the primary degree of freedom is 
turned on, it assumes the dem on’s role. (One caveat—the latter remark is 
strictly true only in the limit of an infinite bath; however, my test results 
are essentially unchanged even when I halve the number of particles in the 
bath.)
W ith this assumption, the density m atrix for the combined system at 
t =  0 is given by the outer product of the initial wave function times the 
density m atrix for a thermal bath of oscillators
Po = U’o) (tPo\ Y [ pc, (4.3)
a
with
Pa +  (4'4)
nQ
where \ip0) is the initial state of the particle, the |n0) are the eigenstates of 
each bath oscillator, and /? =  1 / k a T  is the usual Boltzmann factor. Given 
the density matrix, one then evaluates the Ehrenfest equations of motion
jtm = i ((A',«j) (4.5)
f t (P)  =  + £ / * ( ( * * -  X ) )  (4.6)
by taking the trace with the density m atrix {0) =  Tr{p09). (The hats over the 
operators distinguish the Heisenberg from the Schrodinger representation.) 
In the classical limit /3fiwa -C 1, the interaction piece of the Hamiltonian 
gives rise to damping, noise, and transient terms
iSp) = "{w ]1 ~ m(P} + (4-7)
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with
<</»«* (*)>> =  0, (4.8)
( ( f n o U t ) f no,se(t'))) =  -»ŵ 00 -  *'), (4.9)
p  p
and
f t r a n s  =  ~  ( X - ^ c_oo -2 (X (0 )W (f  )• (4.10)
The double angle brackets in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) above are used to emphasize 
the ensemble (or therm al) nature of the averages for the stochastic noise term. 
These expressions are derived in App. A.
While this model gives the correct behavior in the classical limit even if 
H 0 depends on time, one cannot, in that case, use the imaginary-time path 
integral formulation of the reduced density m atrix as employed by Caldeira 
and Leggett[35] for the tunneling problem. Moreover, since my problem is 
posed far from equilibrium (and the time-dependent driving term sustains 
a nonequilibrium steady state), the techniques for treating time-dependent 
many-body Hamiltonians at finite tem peratures, being suited primarily to 
the linear response regime[34, Chs. 18-19], are generally impractical. Conse­
quently, I employ the numerical approach described in the next section.
In this chapter, I investigate the influence of an oscillator bath environ­
ment on the dynamics for the particle Hamiltonian
H 0( P , X , t )  -  cos ( k X )  -  csin (u>0i) (4.11)
where M =  1/2 and $1 = k = ir. I focus here on the weak-coupling (or 
large- “Q”) regime where Q =  MQ/rj  »  1. Paralleling my approach in
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Ch. 2 for the isolated system, I pose the problem in the semiclassical lim it2
with h = 1/2007r, I probe the dynamics at early times in the vicinity of the 
point (P0, X 0) =  (—0.397,0.067) by launching a narrow Gaussian wave packet 
there, and I consider the driving parameters e =  0.126 and u>0 — 2.5[45] for 
which the motion is rapidly mixing. My initial wave function is given by
schematically in Fig. 4.1(a) (compare to Fig. 2.1(b)).
4.2 The C alculations
4.2.1 The Quantum Calculation
Having stated the problem, I now turn to the details of simulating 
Caldeira and Leggett’s model, particularly, the approximations and assump­
tions, both explicit and implicit, inherent to my numerical approach. Since 
it is the new element in my calculations, I focus here on the oscillator bath— 
how it is parameterized, how it evolves in time, its coupling to the primary 
degree of freedom, and the role of the initial conditions.
2By sem iclassical lim it I m ean that the path integral for the propagator can be ap­
proxim ated as a sum  over classical paths at the tim es I consider, not that the wave func- 
tion remains a localized object, as shown in Ch. 2. Com pare the quantum  length scale  
\/h/MQ = 1 / 1 0 7r to the classical 2 -xjk — 2 for my problem.
3T he width <r used here corresponds to the ground sta te  wave function in the cosine  
potential and is slightly  larger than that used in Ch. 2. T he precise width one uses is 
irrelevant as long as the classical and quantum  calculations are consistent.
( X \ ^ 0) =  (7rcr2) 1/4 exp -
• ( x - x 0y iP0
2 <72 h
+ ^ ( X - X 0) (4.12)
launching of this wave packet is depicted








- 1.0 0.0 + 1.0
X
Figure 4.1: Schematic Depiction of the Initial Conditions, (a) The un­
perturbed potential V ( X )  — —(1/2) cos (irX)  with a schematic depiction 
of the initial wave packet centered at X a — 0.06714 with momentum 
P0 = -0.39700. (b) The initial orbit (dashed) with E  = H o(P0, X o) =  —0.331 
and the unperturbed separatrix (solid) at E  -  0.500. The size and location 
of the initial wave packet are given by the three-sigm a ellipse centered at
(Po, X 0).
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To begin with, the frequencies and oscillator strengths for the bath must 
be chosen to satisfy Eq. (4.2). In my simulation I set all the oscillator 
strengths f Q equal to some constant value f 0 and then choose the frequencies 
!jja accordingly; that is, I solve for the density of states
DH  = r-r r r r  v (4-13)f 0 7T 1 +  (u/u>c)-
by converting the sum over a  in Eq. (4.2) to an integral
yoo
YtfauJiua -w) = / D{n)f{si)nm -  u)dn
a ®
= f 0uD(uj) (4.14)
and substituting Eq. (4.14) back into Eq. (4.2). This also gives the oscillator 
strength j a — tju>c/ N  since J9(fl)dfl =  N .  Given D[lo), I then assign 
the N  (random) oscillator frequencies nonuniformly in the usual way[62] by 
inverting the equation ra — ( l / N )  Jq D ( f l )dfl to obtain the frequency distri­
bution uja = loc tan (7rrQ/ 2 ) ,  where ra is a uniform random deviate between 
zero and one. Alternatively, one can set the density of states equal to a 
constant and solve for the envelope function /(u>) that satisfies Eq. (4.2). 
In practice, however, the former approach requires fewer oscillators th a t the 
latter to represent the high frequency tail of the spectral density.
In a numerical simulation, unlike an analytical approach (where one usu­
ally takes the limit u c —> oo), the cutoff frequency must of course be finite. 
This means foremost that the correlation tim e t c ~  l/w c for “collisions”
between the primary degree of freedom and the bath is nonzero, or equiva­
lently, that the noise-noise correlation function in Eq. (4.9) has a finite width.
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In this regard, as long as u>c is much larger than the “natural” frequency 
of H 0, a numerical simulation of the model is actually more physical than 
the limiting case with u>c infinite. Since the maximum level spacing for the 
unperturbed problem (fefl) gives an upper bound to the natural frequency 
(ff >  Q.nal ~  u>0), here I set wc =  10JI.
The transient force in Eq. (4.10), on the other hand, is an artifact of the 
model that I want to ignore. But to do this legitimately, the transient’s mag­
nitude at t — 0 should be, at most, comparable to the variance in the noise 
with yjr]fiuicX l  < 1. This constraint is especially im portant for fully devel­
oped chaotic motion, which is by definition highly sensitive to perturbations 
at early times. It is interesting that this constraint ties the correlation time 
to the coupling strength. If 1 impose this constraint on my problem (set­
ting /3huc equal to one, as explained below in the context of the bath initial 
conditions), I find that a Q of order 100 is the smallest I should consider.
Having established the parameters for the bath, I now discuss its time 
evolution. Granted that I treat the bath degrees of freedom in the same 
manner as the primary degree of freedom, ideally I would represent the bath 
at t = 0 by a collection of Gaussian wave packets with well-defined positions 
and momenta. But the coupling in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) represents 
a very small perturbation from the standpoint of the bath for all but the 
lowest mass (or highest frequency) oscillators, since f 0 oc 1 / y /W Q  with N  
and Q both large. In light of this, the majority of the bath wave packets, as
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almost-coherent states'1, keep their localized character and follow the classical 
equations of motion for many cycles. This is in contrast with the wave 
packet for the primary degree of freedom which rapidly delocalizes when the 
motion is chaotic. Moreover, the problematic high frequency oscillators are 
physically excluded from the bath by having a finite cutoff frequency. In this 
context, I am justified in approximating the dynamics of the m any-body wave 
function by that of a collection of classical oscillators that each separately 
couple to the “wave function” for the primary (quantum) degree of freedom. 
Following the dynamics of this wave function is comparable to “tracing out” 
the bath degrees of freedom from the time-dependent density m atrix for the 
many-body problem[63, Ch. 10].
I infer the nature of the coupling between the quantum subsystem and 
(semi)classical bath as follows. Consider the Heisenberg equations of motion 









Solving these coupled differential equations for arbitrary initial tim e t' and
4In the case o f  a harm onic potential the mean and peak trajectories o f  a G aussian wave 
packet, or coherent sta te , follow  the classical equations o f m otion exactly. 1 also m ention  
that while a coherent sta te  does in general “breathe” (swell and contract as a function of 
tim e) this does not affect the the peak trajectory (see p. 71 o f [2d]).
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time interval t  gives
t Pa
x a { t '  +  T )  =  x a  cos ( u a T )  +  sin {u / a T )
+ u)a [  X{t ")  sin [ua{t' +  r  — t")]dt"
J f
Pa{t' + r)  = pa COS ( u a T )  -  X a ( f a /LL>a ) s m ( L O a T )
+  fa  f  X ( t " )  cos [ua (t' +  T  — t")}dt". (4.16)
J t '
Having argued that the bath particles behave like coherent states, I may 
write the time-evolved many-body wave function as a “wave function” for 
the primary degree of freedom times a product of Gaussian wave packets for 
the bath
(A",a;0 |^ ( t) )  «  (X \ ^ { t ) ) ( x a \pa( t ) , x a {t)), (4.17)
where pa {t) and x a (t) are the classically-evolved wave packet coordinates. 
Using this approximate expression for l’I'(t)) to take the expectation value 
of Eq. (4.16), plus the fact that ('50|^(/.)|$0) =  with |'P0) =
\if0)\p°ai x a)-> one finds that the quantum evolution of the bath reduces to 
following the classical trajectories of each set of bath wave packet coordi­
nates x°, p°a. Thus, the interaction of the bath with the particle appears as 
a time integral over the past history of the quantity (?/>(|A'|?/>().
In keeping with the model, the bath initial conditions x°  and i °  =  p°Q[ m a 
must characterize a system that is at thermal equilibrium with a prescribed 
tem perature. Such a thermalized classical heat bath obeys the Boltzmann 
distribution Pa(E)  oc exp (—0 E a) with E a = ( / „ / 2){x2aj u ‘2a +  x„), and given
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that the positions and velocities are statistically independent, the probability 
distributions Pa (x)  oc e x p ( —(3fax 2/2)  and Pa ( i )  oc exp (—/?/ Qx2/2o£) follow 
immediately. Thus, the initial positions and velocities for the bath are simply 
Gaussian deviates with variances 1 / /3 f0 and u l f (3f a, respectively5.
However, for various reasons I am not free to choose any initial tem pera­
ture. F irst, since I treat the bath oscillators classically in the thermodynamic 
sense as well as the dynamic sense, the tem perature cannot be too small— 
specifically, I require tha t the cutoff frequency, as the highest frequency as­
sociated with the bath, be no larger than IcbT / I i . (In this limit “coarse 
graining”6 is clearly satisfied as well.) In addition, the tem perature cannot 
be too small if my finite bath is to behave like a  therm odynam ic reservoir 
with NIcbT  (H 0)t. On the other hand, the tem perature cannot be too 
large if the subsystem is to dissipate energy to the bath. For my problem, 
this means tha t (Ho) i=0 should be at least several fcgT above the ground 
state, and then the driving force sustains the nonequilibrium state. To sat­
isfy these criteria, I set fthu>c =  1 and N  ■— 20000, and having set uic =  10S1, 
it follows that the tem perature is large compared to the natural frequency in 
the problem. In other words, setting the therm ometer by the cutoff frequency 
effectively poses the problem in the high-temperature regime.
5Since the m ean and root m ean square energies are equal for a B oltzm ann distribution  
(E) ~ \ /{ (E— (E))-} — k[)T, the bath can be rescaled to  any tem perature T' sim ply by 
dividing the set o f  coord inates and velocities by the quantity  \JTjT' .
f,If one is justified in treating the bath classically, it is certain ly true that quantum  
fluctuations are negligible for the bath oscillators. T hus, the coarse graining requirement 
given on p. 324 o f Ref. [64] tc <  h/kuT  is unnecessarily strong.
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Turning from the bath to the particle point of view, I write down an 
effective Hamiltonian in light of my classical treatm ent of the bath
H 0(P, X , t y ”  = ^  + V0( X ) -  F0( t ) X  +  i  £  f aX 2 -  £  f ax a( t ) X  (4.18)
where x a ( t ) in the final term  is the classically-evolved position of the a th bath 
wave packet coordinates, as discussed above. Given this effective Hamilto­
nian, the particle’s evolution is given by the now-familiar split exponential 
operator expression[48]
0(<; +  t ) =  e - iKT/2he~'VTfhe ' iKT/2hil>{t') +  i?(r3), (4.19)
where K  is the kinetic energy operator and V  is the time-averaged potential 
energy operator
± f i +TV ( X , t " ) eJJdt"  =  (4.20)
-  ( ;  J ‘ +TW " )  +  f ax a( t " ) ] d t ' j x .
Treating the bath and quantum particle as separate but interacting subsys­
tems (with the interaction term acting, instantaneously, like an “external” 
force), I use a simple one-step predictor-corrector algorithm to evolve the 
combined particle-bath system forward in tim e7.
I summarize my predictor-corrector routine as follows. First, I evolve 
the bath from t 1 to t' +  r /2  by assuming that ( X ) t ss { X ) t‘ +  (P)t '{t  —
7I find th a t the predictor-corrector algorithm  is num erically stab le  if  I take
£„ =  ( ! / r ) J  xQ(t")dt" *( l/2)[x0(t') + xa(t'+ t ) ]  (4 .21)
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t ') — ( d V ef f / d X ) t>(t — t ’)2 /2  with the expectation values ( X ) t^  (P ) t>, and 
( d V ê / d X ) t '  as input. I then obtain ?/>(£' -f- t /2 )  by the split operator 
method and use the evolved wave function to calculate (Ar)(<+T/ 2, (P )t'+T/2 
and { d V e" / d X ) t>+r/2. Next, I repeat the first two steps to take the com­
bined system from t' -f r /2  to t' +  r . This completes the predictor step. For 
the corrector step, I first restore the bath variables and wave function to their 
original values at time t'. I then integrate the bath forward from t' to t' +  r  
using a 3-point Filon[65] algorithm given the expectation values ( X ) ti+T/ 2 
and (X)t '+T from the predictor step and the original value for (X ) t>. Then, 
to complete the corrector step, I evolve the wave function from t' to t' +  r .
The accuracy of the predictor-corrector routine is monitored by compar­
ing the time rate of change of the energy of the particle, given by d ( H 0)/dt ,  
to the net work done on it by the “external” forces
l = f M X P )  +  (P X )) +  >• (4.24)
^  a  a
These should of course be equal, and with r  =  (5 /n)  10~5 in my calculations, 
they differ by less than a part in a thousand, 
in Eq. (4 .16), while the expression
j  / | |  X  (
i a =  — — sin (wQr ) +  — (1 -  cos (a>q t )  +  I (4 .22)uiar u j-r
with
/
< + r rt' ,i+T
/  {X)v  sin [w0(«' -  t")]dt'dt" = /  ( X ) (//{1 — cos[u;0 (t +  r — t")]}d(" ,
(4.23)
which one obtains by inverting the im plic it double integral, is not.
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Finally, for my simulation to be formally equivalent to a reduced density 
matrix formulation, expectation values for the time-evolved system should 
be averaged over all possible realizations of the bath. This is actually a 
by-product of my numerical approach: for an infinite bath with all possible 
realizations represented it would naturally be unnecessary. In practice, for a 
large but finite bath, the need for ensemble averaging naturally depends on 
the magnitude of the root mean square (RMS) noise as well as the size of 
the bath.
For my problem, with 20000 oscillators, I find that a single realization is 
adequate if Q  is of order 10000 or greater, while for Q ~  1000, a minimum of 
20-25 realizations is needed before the results become basically insensitive to 
adding or removing any one realization from the ensemble, assuming that I 
also exclude the obvious outliers. I crudely estimate the statistical error for 
my simulation by dividing the “amount” of RMS noise, given by (/3h$lQ)~R2, 
by the square root of the number of realizations in the ensemble; this gives 
a statistical error of 2-3 percent with either Q =  1000 and 25 realizations 
or Q =  10000 and a single realization. It follows that a Q of order 100 or 
smaller is beyond the scope of my numerical approach, assuming the size of 
the ensemble grows at least inversely with Q.
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4.2.2 The Classical Calculation
Like my previous calculations, I follow the classical motion for a cloud 
of initial conditions tha t represents the classical probability density in phase 
space pci ( P , X , t ) ,  and the 10000-20000 particles tha t comprise the cloud 
are picked at random according to a two-dimensional Gaussian probability 
distribution centered at (P0, A"0). For comparison to the quantum  calculation, 
the variances in X  and P  of the classical distribution are chosen, as before, 
to “m atch” the initial wave function.
To follow the motion for each particle I use a standard fourth-order adap­
tive step-size Runga K utta  algorithm to solve the coupled force equations
X  =  -  
M
P  — + F°{t) — i ^ X -{■ f n°isc{t). (4.25)
Here I employ the one-dimensional phenomenological description rather than 
the ( N  +  l)-dimensional canonical model because the latter would require 
coupling each particle in the cloud to its own bath of N  oscillators. In other 
words, one would have to solve a system of 2(7V +  1) coupled differential 
equations 10000 times for each simulation.
The only trick to the phenomenological picture is that the stochastic 
noise force, represented numerically by a Gaussian-random deviate of width 
s / m X m  = 2v//?A d , is related to the time interval A c[ that the force 
acts. I find that the actual tim e interval used in the classical calculation 
is not im portant as long as it is no larger than the correlation tim e for the
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quantum  calculation, assuming that wc is chosen to be large compared to 
the natural frequency in the problem. Evidently, since the magnitude of the 
noise force scales (on average) inversely with the time th a t it acts, the net 
effect is the same for short time scales. For convenience, I set A c; =  0.01 (as 
compared to rc =  l/1 0 fl ss 0.03).
As in previous chapters, I depict pci ( P , X , t )  graphically as a dot plot, as a 
two-dimensional histogram and in reduced form pci ( X , t )  = f  pci(P' ,  X ,  t )dP'  
as a one-dimensional histogram. The number of particles and bin size for the 
histograms are chosen so there are approximately 100 particles per bin where 
the am plitude is appreciable. This gives a statistical error for the classical 
histograms of about a percent or less. Here I also enhance the statistics in 
the tendril region by adding a factor of 10 more particles there (and weighing 
them accordingly), and to reduce the effect of uncharacteristic fluctuations in 
the noise, I average over multiple runs, seeding the random number generator 
differently for the same set of initial conditions. Finally, to compare |?/>(A')|2 
to the histogram of pci ( X ), I resample the former to match the binsize of the 
latter.
4.2.3 Test Problems
As a test problem, I consider the damped harmonic oscillator potential 
V0 = M Q ? X 2/2  with M  =  1/2, =  it, h =  1/200tt and Q = M fi/j/ =  100.
In order to avoid the need for ensemble averaging in this test run, I set
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the tem perature (and therefore the cutoff frequency) considerably lower 
here than for my “real” calculations with k s T  = ljc — 3. By launch­
ing the quantum particle with energy well above the ground state (with 
m  E gs +  200ftfl), I pose the problem in the semiclassical lim it with 
h small. But then, the quantum particle, like the bath particles, is a semi­
classical oscillator8, and as such, should behave like a coherent state with 
(X ) t  X ci for many cycles of the motion. In Fig. 4.2(a) I show that the 
quantum  oscillator damps out according to the classical equations of motion, 
as expected. I find that the same thing occurs when I turn on the driving 
term  (with t =  0.126 and uj = 2.5), as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). In each case the 
solid curves give the classical midpoint trajectory and the dashed curves give 
the mean quantum trajectories. The self-consistency of these results provide 
concrete justification for my classical treatm ent of the bath at these early 
times—especially given that my “real” calculations are limited to Q values 
of 1000 and greater, an order of magnitude weaker coupling than treated 
here.
Second, I consider the chaotic problem stated in Sec. 4.1 near the limit of 
zero coupling. Specifically, I compare the time-evolved quantum probability 
density for Q — 109 to my original Q = oo calculation from Ch. 2 at t =  13, 
after the breakdown of the initial quantum-classical equivalence. I plot the
8C om pare the “external” force seen by a single bath oscillator f„{X)t to  that seen by
the prim ary degree o f freedom X jQ/ o z « ( 0  =  XJ0{{xa(i)))t (the double bracket signifies 
an ensem ble average). In practice these are com parable in m agnitude even though the 
latter is ostensib ly  order N tim es larger than the former.






0 . 0  p ., 
- 1.0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
time
Figure 4.2: Mean and Midpoint Trajectories for Test Calculations, (a) The 
time evolution of the classical midpoint trajectory (solid) compared to the 
mean quantum evolution (dashed) for a damped harmonic oscillator with 
Q =  100. Both the position (above) and momentum (below) are shown, 
(b) The corresponding curves for the damped harmonic oscillator with the 
sinusoidally time-dependent driving term (c =  0.126 and ui0 =  2.5).
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Figure 4.3: Quantum Probability Density after the Equivalence Time. A plot 
of the quantum probability densities as functions of X  for Q =  oo (solid) and 
Q — 109 (dashed). The difference between the two curves is very slight.
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quantum  probability densities for the two cases together in Fig. 4.3(a). N at­
urally, I should recover the limiting behavior when the coupling is sufficiently 
weak. The observed agreement here indicates that my simulation does just 
that.
4.3 T he R esu lts
The work presented in Chs. 2 and 3 for the isolated problem shows that 
the initial quantum-classical equivalence gets destroyed by quantum  inter­
ference effects associated with the onset of mixing. This occurs when the 
classical distribution acquires a tendril structure from interacting with the 
hyperbolic fixed point at X  sa 1 (see Fig. 4.1(b)). The primary purpose of 
this chapter is to explore what happens to this interference when 1 turn on 
the environment.
My basic results are presented in Fig. 4.4 where I compare the classical 
and quantum  probability densities at a particular instant in time for Q =  oo 
(isolated case), Q = 10000, and Q — 1000. (The Q = oo result is essentially 
reproduced from Ch. 2.) Specifically, I plot the classical phase space distri­
bution pci ( P , X , i )  (dot plot), its projection onto the X  axis pc[ (X , t )  (dashed 
curve) and the modulus-squared of the wave function \ ip(X, t ) \2 (solid curve). 
The snapshot is taken at t = 13, after the initial quantum-classical equiva­
lence of the isolated problem has broken down, or equivalently, after the first 
tendril structure has appeared.
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X
Figure 4.4: Change in the Nodal Structure as a Function of Q. A comparison 
of the quantum  (solid) and classical (dashed) probability densities as func­
tions of A' at t = 13 for (a) Q =  oo, (b) Q — 10000 and (c) Q =  1000. In each 
case the classical phase space distribution (dots) is shown as well. Note that 
the oscillations in the quantum distribution corresponding to the folded ten­
dril feature disappear when Q is increased from 1000 to 10000 (representing 
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I remind the reader that the tendril is the folded feature in the phase space 
distribution superimposed on the spiraling whorl[8] structure in the region 
0.1 < A' < 0.4. (Recall that the whorl simply reflects the initial oscillatory 
motion about the elliptic fixed point.) I show in Ch. 2 that the nonclassical 
oscillations or “nodes” in the wave function here represent a semiclassical 
beating phenomenon between the paths represented by the upper branch of 
the tendril and those along the rem nant separatrix. The appearance of the 
hyperbolic tendril structure thus signals both the onset of classical chaos 
and the breakdown of the initial quantum-classical equivalence. Moreover, 
the more rapidly mixing the classical problem is, the sooner nonclassical 
behavior reveals the underlying quantum  nature of the problem.
When I couple to the environment, 1 find that the nodes are largely unaf­
fected for Q values of 10000 or greater (Fig. 4.4(b)), but that they disappear 
when I decrease Q from 10000 to 1000 (Fig. 4.4(c)). This result is interesting, 
not so much because the presence of an environment suppresses quantum  in­
terference (which one expects to occur), but because the “dephasing” of the 
wave function happens so rapidly: here it occurs after barely six cycles of 
the motion—long before dissipation is an appreciable effect (t -C Q /f l ) .  This 
implies that noise rather than dissipation plays the dominant role in the de­
phasing of chaotic systems in the semiclassical regime. In this light, it makes 
sense that the quantum and classical behavior is only slightly affected by the 
environment for Q =  10000 while the effect is so dramatic for Q = 1000, 
the amount of RMS noise being only a 3 percent effect in the former case
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compared to a 10 percent effect in the latter case. To see the effect of having 
10 percent RMS noise on the overall evolution, I also include a tim e series 
of the classical phase space distribution for Q =  1000. Just as in Fig. 2.6 
for the isolated problem, the distribution is shown at increments of A t  =  0.5 
from t =  10.0 to t = 13.5.
Before discussing these results in more detail, I remind the reader th a t 
the quantum  distribution in Fig. 4.4(c) represents an ensemble average over 
different realizations of the bath, and tha t the statistical error here is at 
least twice that of my other calculations. In Fig. 4.6 I plot a few representa­
tive cases for the chaotic problem (dash, dot, and dot-dash curves) together 
with the average distribution (thick solid curve) and the excluded outlier 
(thin solid curve). This plot shows that the variation across the ensemble 
is substantial, indicating large statistical fluctuations. (Not surprisingly, the 
classical histogram falls well inside the RMS deviation or variance of the en­
semble.) The change in the structure outside the caustic peak at X  ~  0.5 is 
particularly dramatic. Even so, the absence of structure in the tendril region 
is nearly universal feature for the members of the ensemble.
Given how little the wave function and phase space distribution in 
Fig. 4.4(b) differ from their counterparts in Fig. 4.4(a), it is apparent that to 
first order the nodes represent the “same” semiclassical beating phenomenon 
as for the isolated problem except the classical paths that interfere are slightly 
damped and noisy. In the same spirit, 1 argue that the dephasing of Fig. 4.4 
also has a semiclassical interpretation: coherence is destroyed because the
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Figure 4.5: Tim e Evolution of the Classical Probability Density, (a)-(h) The 
time evolution of the Gaussian phase space distribution from t =  10.0 to 
t = 13.5 at increments of A t  =  0.5 («  0.2T) for Q =  1000. (Compare to 
Fig. 2.6.)
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interfering paths (i.e., those which begin at the same initial position and end 
at the same final position) are no longer individually discernible, implying 
that the action along these paths does not vary smoothly as a function of 
the final position. Assuming tha t the action (to first order) is the same as 
for the isolated system S  — J  P d X  — f  I l 0d t , except th a t the paths are given 
by the phenomenological, non-Hamiltonian description, then interference is 
suppressed because the phase of the wave function literally gets scrambled 
by the noise, and it makes sense that the paths in the tendril, which pass 
nearest to the hyperbolic fixed point and are therefore most sensitive to the 
noise, should be especially prone to this dephasing.
The classical phase space distribution is shown as a surface plot in Fig. 4.7 
to convince the reader that the blurred paths in the region 0.1 < X  < 0 . 4  
do not resolve themselves in three dimensions. In this mirror image of the 
distribution, the reader is looking up the “ridges” associated with the tail of 
the tendril from the perspective of the the adjacent well; the hyperbolic fixed 
point at X  ~  1 is in center front and the tendril appears forward and to the 
right. Observe that the two distinct ridges merge into a  broader structureless 
feature at X  ^  +0.4.
If my semiclassical interpretation of the dephasing is correct, however, I 
would expect to see interference associated with the tail of the tendril where 
the paths do resolve themselves, implying that the action along these paths is 
sufficiently smooth to preserve the coherence. To check for this interference,








- 1.0 0 . 0 + 1.0
X
Figure 4.6: Variation across the Ensemble. A plot of the quantum probability 
density as a function of X  (t = 13, Q — 1000) for several realizations in the 
ensemble (dash, dot and dot-dash curves). These are shown together with 
the ensemble average (thick solid curve) and the excluded outlying case (thin 
solid curve).
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<—  old falge 
^  caustic
Figure 4.7: Surface Plot after the Equivalence Time. A surface plot of the 
two-dimensional classical probability distribution at t =  13 for Q =  1000. 
Note the absence of distinct ridges (implying the absence of distinct paths) 
between the old and new locations of the false caustic, the former being its 
location for the isolated problem.
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I project the wave function into phase space using the Husimi transform9[53]. 
In Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), I plot the (ensemble averaged) Husimi transform 
and the dot plot of the classical distribution, respectively, magnifying the 
tendril region (note the logarithmic scale of the contours). The primary 
antinode at ( P , X )  «  (—0.75,0.45) clearly occurs at the “point” where the 
noisy paths coalesce rather than at the leading edge of the tendril (defined 
in Ch. 2.3 as the false caustic) where it occurs for the isolated problem. This 
is not evident from the |V’(Ar)P curve directly only because the structure 
is overwhelmed by the caustic peak at A' «  0.5. Taking a closer look at 
Fig. 4.4(b), one finds that the prim ary antinode there has moved (slightly) 
relative to its location in Fig. 4.4(a). Thus, the effective location of thd false 
caustic, as the “origin” of the nodes, is shifted by the presence of noise.
Furthermore, the action difference for the interfering paths, or equiva­
lently, the wave function’s phase, is indeed both smooth and slowly varying 
in the region where the nodes are observed. As in Ch. 2, I simply evolved a 
densely spaced three-sigma vertical strip of points at X 0 and centered at P0 
according to the classical equations of motion, tracking the classical action 
for the sets of points that comprise the two paths. I found the action along 
each path to be a well-defined curve with the action difference between the
9Recall that the Husim i transform
H(P, X, t) =  J { X  -  X ' , P\X'){X'\ii>(X',t))dX' (4 .26)
is a  positive definite phase space projection o f  the wave function onto  the set o f  coherent 
sta tes, and for m y calculations, the in itia l classical distribution is chosen to equivalent to  
the Husim i transform  o f  the in itial wave function.
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Figure 4.8: Husimi Transforms after the Equivalence Time, (a) The Husimi 
transform and (b) the classical dot plot corresponding to Fig. 4.4. Note the 
absence of structure in the Husimi transform at the location of the old false 
caustic. Also note that the location of the primary antinode corresponds to 
where the muddled classical paths resolve.
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paths correctly accounting for the spacing between the nodes. Specifically, 
the action difference changes by about 3.5 in units of h (or 3.5 wavelengths) 
between X  =  0.55 and X  =  0.75, which is consistent with the observed nodal 
structure. Moreover, the phase space area between the interfering paths in 
this region gives essentially the same result, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.
An interesting point about the nodes in Fig. 4.8(a) is that the paths 
that interfere to produce most if not all of this structure would not exist at 
all without the noise; that is, evolving the cloud forward with the damping 
but without the noise produces only a nominal amount of amplitude in the 
region outside the caustic peak/ridge at X  «  0.5. The cumulative effect of 
the noise for a small percentage of the cloud is to kick particles onto a nearby 
but diverging path while in the vicinity of the hyperbolic fixed point. (These 
particles do not originate from a specific region within the Gaussian spread 
of initial conditions.) The noise thus has a dual role: it both assists in the 
dephasing by scrambling existing paths, and it contributes to the quantum 
interference by creating new paths. In quantum  chaos, like classical chaos[7], 
it would appear that noise can suppress as well as assist the mixing.
As a point of clarification, although the dot plot in Fig. 4.4(c) looks 
qualitatively similar to the dot plot in Fig. 3.3(h), the interference structure 
discussed in each case arises from two distinct mechanisms. The interference 
discussed in Ch. 3 that leads to the piling up of amplitude at the hyperbolic 
fixed point occurs between the direct and reflected paths of the tail of the 
tendril, which extends beyond the hyperbolic fixed point into the adjacent
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well, while the interference discussed here and in Ch. 2 occurs between paths 
with the same Gutzwiller phase that are well inside the initial well. That is 
not to say that both mechanisms cannot be present at the same time, but 
rather, that the distribution of amplitude is such tha t one is amplified and 
the other suppressed. For example, magnifying Fig. 3.3(h) (not shown here) 
reveals that there is a nodal structure eminating from the false caustic in 
Fig. 3.3(h) that is superimposed on the stretched Airy structure eminating 
from the caustic. On the other hand, this type of interference between direct 
and reflected paths in the tail of the tendril is not observed for the initial 
conditions of Chs. 2 and 4 simply because the amplitude in the tail of the 
tendril is nominal.
Finally, note that the net quantum am plitude associated with tail of the 
tendril (A' > 0.5) in Fig. 4.8(a) is roughly twice as great as the net classical 
amplitude there, and that this excess quantum  amplitude appears to come 
from the far left side of the wave function rather than the adjacent tendril 
region. (However, the amount that actually escapes the well is comparable.) 
While one would expect the character of the quantum  and classical distribu­
tions to differ in the tail region because of the interference, one would not 
expect this amplitude difference on semiclassical grounds. But given the rel­
atively large variance associated with my relatively small ensemble, I do not 
ascribe much significance to this observation here.
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In Ch. 2 I showed that the first significant nonclassical feature in the 
evolution of the isolated system arises, in the semiclassical sense, from inter­
ference between paths in the tendril, which is the phase space structure asso­
ciated with the onset of chaos. Here I find that the first significant evidence 
of the environment arises, in the semiclassical sense, from the sensitivity of 
this interference to noise. This implies that coupling to an environment has 
a profound effect on the dynamics of quantum  chaos.
The dominant environment factor in the weak-damping (Q = MQ./t) > 
1000), high-temperature (flhQ. ~  0.1) regime is seen to be noise rather than 
dissipation, as one might expect. This is clearly shown by the fact that 
the dephasing occurs on a time scale that is extremely short compared to 
the scale of the damping [t <C Q /t i ) .  Thus, the dephasing is tied to the 
rate of the classical mixing and presumably scales with the log time tdcph* ~  
A-1 ln (/i-1 ). In this regime the dephasing effect of the environment has a 
simple semiclassical interpretation: the paths that interfere to produce the 
nodal structure in the isolated problem become too confused by the noise to 
interfere coherently.
While the net effect of the environment is to render the quantum dynamics 
more classical, noise is also seen to contribute to the nonclassical behavior 
by creating new classical paths that interfere to produce new nodal structure 
in the Husimi transform. Referring specifically to the nodes in the region
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X  >  0.5 of Fig. 4.8, the fact that the upper of the two interfering paths 
appears only in the presence of a sufficiently noisy environment does not seem 
to affect the coherence, at least to first order. As long as the action difference 
between any two paths is sufficiently smooth and slowly varying as a function 
of X ,  with magnitude of order 2xft, then interference between the paths is 
observed even if these paths originate from the coupling to the environment, 
and to the extent that phase space areas reflect action differences (see Ch. 2), 
the degree of smoothness, and therefore coherence, is directly manifested in 
the blurriness of the classical manifold.
My results are in general agreement with the conclusions reached by O tt 
et al. [41] and Adachi et al. [37] for purely classical noise, (where the environ­
ment is “modeled” through an externally imposed stochastic noise term  in 
the Hamiltonian). Like them , I find the chaotic quantum dynamics to be pro­
foundly affected by noise with the primary impact being to assist the mixing. 
Their approach is quite different from mine, however, not only because their 
noise is purely classical but also because of the method they use to analyze 
the dynamics. In particular, they compare the quantum “diffusion” in mo­
mentum space[19], expressed in terms of (p ) and (p2), to the truly diffusive 
behavior observed in the classical problem at long times. In summary, where 
they study the long-time behavior (i.e., after the chaos is fully developed) of 
the the first and second moments of the classical and quantum distributions, 
I study the distributions themselves at very early times.
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As mentioned in Ch. 1, a microwave-driven Josephson tunnel junction 
provides a possible testing ground for these ideas. This system is an ideal 
candidate, given the experimental evidence due to Martinis et ah[38] that the 
phase across the junction is a macroscopic quantum variable, because the 
phenomenological equations of motion for the phase are identical to those 
studied here. Moreover, the experiment is easily posed in the semiclassical 
lim it by adding a dc bias current of comparable magnitude to the junction 
critical current; but then, the appropriate model potential is a cubic rather 
than a cosine. Even so, the classical behavior at early times possesses similar 
characteristics, since the motion of a particle in a cubic potential is driven 
chaotic[66] in much the same way as in a cosine potential well with both 
systems possessing stable and unstable fixed points and a separatrix. For the 
sake of comparison, I note that while the environment in the Martinis et al. 
experiment[38] is characterized by considerably stronger damping (Q ~  80) 
and a markedly lower tem perature (/3hup ~  30) than the param eters I use, 
the net amount of RMS noise (2-3 percent) in the system is comparable. 
Thus, one might expect a microwave-driven version of their experiment to 
give comparable results to those presented here based on the similar amounts 
of noise in the problems. However, my current numerical approach does not 
allow me to probe this regime specifically to test this inference.
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Conclusion
5.1 Sum m ary
In summary, I study the early time chaotic dynamics of a particle in a 
cosine potential with sinusoidal driving, first without and then with coupling 
to an oscillator bath that represents the environment. I pose the problem so 
that the quantum  motion is equivalent to the classical at sufficiently early 
times, and then I study the stages in the early tim e chaotic dynamics, focus­
ing on the “equivalence tim e” when the quantum and classical behavior first 
show an appreciable difference.
First, I find that the initial quantum-classical equivalence is preserved well 
beyond the “Ehrenfest tim e” when the wave packet delocalizes. The phase 
space structure that characterizes this stage of the dynamics, whether the 
motion is chaotic or nonchaotic, is the spiraling whorl structure associated
116
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with the elliptic fixed point at the bottom  of the initial well. If the motion 
is nonchaotic, these are the only two stages one observes at early times, 
localized classical behavior followed by nonlocalized classical behavior.
Second, I find that the breakdown of the initial quantum-classical equiva­
lence occurs precisely when the Lagrangian manifold acquires a folded tendril 
structure, superimposed on the overall whorl structure, due to having inter­
acted with one of the hyperbolic fixed points corresponding to the tops of 
the adjacent barriers. When this occurs without appreciable amplitude es­
caping from the initial well, the nonclassical “nodal structure” that emerges 
from the “false caustic” is shown to be a semiclassical beating phenomenon 
between the path along the remnant separatrix and the path in the tendril 
that has the same Gutzwiller phase. In this case the effect of the interaction 
with the unstable fixed point is relatively benign, meaning that the basic 
similarity of the quantum  and classical distributions is preserved.
However, if an appreciable piece of the Lagrangian manifold escapes over 
the barrier when it encounters the hyperbolic fixed point, the breakdown of 
the quantum-classical equivalence is dramatic. Specifically, I find that quan­
tum amplitude gets hung up on the hyperbolic fixed point as the classical 
tendril gets stretched along the remnant separatrix. Here the interference 
occurs between the direct and reflected paths of a caustic (which have differ­
ent Gutzwiller phases), and the dominant feature is the primary Airy peak, 
displaced from the caustic by a phase of ir/4. The Airy structure arises from 
the large amount of classical amplitude associated with the critical region of
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the caustic. The classical amplitude, on the other hand, is piled up on the 
caustic and rapidly moves with it out of the well. Since the escape event 
marks the onset of the classical chaos when the motion is no longer confined 
by the rem nant separatrix, the “pinning” of quantum amplitude at the top of 
the barrier clearly exemplifies the quantum  inhibition of mixing. This marks 
the beginning of the fourth stage in the quantum  dynamics of the (isolated) 
problem, though the “equivalence tim e” and “escape tim e” are one in the 
same here.
Turning on the environment and focusing on the third stage of the dynam ­
ics, I find that the presence of the environment largely suppresses the nodal 
structure associated with the tendril. (Recall that my simulation of the envi­
ronment corresponds to the weak-damping, high-temperature regime where 
noise should be the dominant effect.) This dephasing, which occurs when the 
RMS noise is an order 10 percent effect, is clearly not tied to the dissipation, 
occuring much earlier than the characteristic damping time. Rather, it seems 
to be tied to the classical mixing rate, or Lyapounov exponent, this being a 
measure of the sensitivity of the dynamics to the noise.
Like the nodes themselves, this dephasing has a semiclassical interpre­
tation: interference is suppressed when the interfering paths are rendered 
indistinguishable by the noise. It is interesting that the classical paths that 
interfere to produce the nodal structure where the paths do resolve would not 
exist at all apart from the coupling to the environment. These paths exist 
solely because of the noise. This implies that the semiclassical interference
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occurs between the noisy, slightly damped paths of the classical phenomeno­
logical description, at least to first order.
Since the dominant influence of the environment is the classicalization of 
the quantum  subsystem, one can argue that at the level of the subsystem 
there is the potential for mixing to occur. Moreover, since the dephasing is 
incomplete, occurring only where the paths have been sufficiently blurred to­
gether, one can argue that there is a regime with partially suppressed mixing 
that would be quantum mechanical in nature. These general conclusions are 
essentially the same as those reached by O tt et. a/.[41] and Adachi et a/.[37] 
by studying the effect of classical, externally applied noise on the quantum  
chaos of the kicked rotor.
5.2 Future R esearch
There are a number of things related to this work that I hope to explore 
in the future. First, I would like to study the environment’s impact on 
the escape event of Ch. 3. While I would expect the interfering paths to 
be scrambled and the wave function dephased accordingly, as observed in 
Ch. 4, it would be interesting to see exactly how the sustained role of the 
hyperbolic fixed point in the dynamics of the escape event plays over into the 
coupled problem. I suspect that both the classical and quantum distributions 
would exhibit even greater sensitivity to the noise, possible calling for a larger 
ensemble of quantum simulations in the Q = 1000 case.
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Second, I would like to do a systematic study, as a function of h , of the 
quantum interference associated with the tendril. This would be particu­
larly interesting with regard to the escape event where the divergence of 
the quantum and classical distributions is so pronounced. My purpose here 
would be to test whether or not the classicalization threshold, defined as the 
“am ount” of RMS noise needed to suppress quantum interference effects, is 
lower for smaller values of h, as one would expect based on my semiclassical 
interpretation of the dephasing.
Most importantly, I would like to put my semiclassical interpretation of 
the dephasing on a more rigorous footing. Specifically, I would try to develop 
a stationary-phase, Van Vleck-Gutzwiller like, approximation to the “prop­
agating function” [34, Chs. 5, 18] that describes the tim e evolution of the 
reduced density m atrix for the Caldeira-Leggett Hamiltonian. For the prod­
uct initial state described in Sec. 4.1, the propagating function ( a c t u a l l y ,  it is 
a path integral) is given by the density matrix for the isolated problem times 
the Feynman-Vernon “influence functional” for the b a th [44]. After deriving 
the stationary-path equations, which would presumably look something like 
the classical phenomenological equations of motion, I would then use a Cellu­
lar Dynamics[56] like approach to implement the approximation numerically, 
and hopefully establish agreement with the full quantum simulation of Ch. 4. 
Since the constraints imposed by having a finite size bath would be lifted, 
this would also allow me to probe lower Q values where dissipation as well 
as noise should be im portant factors in the dephasing.
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Finally, I would like to study the low-temperature ~  10), moderate-
Q (Q  ~  100) regime for a cubic potential with sinusoidal driving. I could 
then relate my results directly to the microwave-driven, dc current-biased 
Josephson tunnel junction experiment[38] mentioned in the introduction and 
again in Ch. 4. The difficulty here, as I mentioned before, would be in 
relating the early tim e wave packet dynamics I study to physically measurable 
quantities. I place this last in my list of future research plans because I cannot 
probe this regime without first developing the alternative scheme outlined in 
the preceding paragraph.
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A ppendix A
Caldeira-Leggett Derivation
Here it is shown that the stochastic Ehrenfest equation of motion
=  x )  + u M m  (A .i)
with
(CM *))) = o 
r m ( ( f N ( t ) f N(t'))) =  2 rjkBT 6 ( t - t ' )  (A.2)ft—> 0
follows from the Hamiltonian
H ( P , X , Pa, x a, t )  =  H 0( P , X , t )  +  E  (A.3)
if the bath parameters satisfy the relation
• E  ~  =  lim n (A.4)2iu „ u/c-co 1 -f- {uj/ ljc)2
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(The double angle brackets denote a therm al average.) This derivation as­
sumes the product initial state
P° = \4>o)^o\Yi.P°^ (A-5)
a
where
^  =  E W ^ M 1 / J ) ( » . I  ( A -6 )a
is the density matrix for the a th harmonic oscillator, taken to be in therm al 
equilibrium prior to turning on the interaction at t = 0.
First, one finds the Heisenberg equations of motion
( A -7) 
(A -8)
X )  (A.9)
(A .10)
where H 0( P ,X ,  t) = P 2/ 2 M  +  V ( P , X , t )  is the Hamiltonian for the “parti­
cle,” or primary degree of freedom. Second, assuming the solution X ( t ) ,  one
writes down a general solution to Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8)
P°
x a(t) =  x°a cos (uj0 t) +  — — sin (u>at) (A .11)
m auja













d P d H
d t d X  ~ ~ d x + ^ f a { x °
d X d H P
d t + d P  ~ M '
+ [  X (<') sin fuja(t — i/)]di/, Jo
where x°a and p°a are the oscillator position and momentum operators in the 
Schrodinger representation. Substituting this into Eq. (A.9) and rearranging
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slightly gives
d P  d v  r
d t +  d X  ^  )
=  s m[ u a ( t -  ——  1
a ^Jo J
f  J (u /)  { f  sin [ u ( t  — i ,)]X ( t , )d tf ------
Jo [Jo or J




x°a cos (u at) H —  sin (u at)
m nu>„
=  ^ £ / 0tuQ<5(u>-u;a ),
■“  Cr
where the latter two quantities are the stochastic noise force and spectral 
density function, respectively. Third, one integrates by parts







 I cos (ujU — i )——d t
u j J o v v ; d V
dX
=  lim
and makes the substitution
.....
U! ^ O O  1  +  ( t J / U c ) 2
to obtain the following result:
dP  d V  _ , x 




A 2 f°° cosz t
- r j X (  0 ) - /  -
7T Jo 1 +  (w '/^c)2
du/
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=  - 2 ^ ( 0  (A .17)
Note that the transient term  (with the delta function) vanishes at nonzero 
times. The factor of two in this term arises to satisfy the normalization 
requirement 6(t')dt' =  1, where
lim (A .18)
W c — O O  2
is a representation of the delta function, whereas this factor is absent from
the damping term because the limits of integration include only half of the
delta function.
Then, to obtain the desired Ehrenfest equation, one simply takes the 
expectation value of each term  in Eq. (A .17) given the initial density m atrix 
p°, where (0) =  Tr{p°0} for any Schrodinger operator 0 and its Heisenberg 
representation 0 1. Since none of the terms contains a product of bath and 
particle operators, one has only to apply either the particle or the bath 
portion of the initial product-state density matrix.
Using the specific form for the bath density m atrix given in Eq. (A.6), it 
remains to show that /w (0  satisfies the criteria of Eq. (A.2) to complete the
'T h e  Heisenberg representation of an operator 0 is given by 0 =  U{t)0U{ly where 
U(t) is the unitary tim e developm ent operator[67, Ch. 5]. In general, U(i) is a tim e  
ordered exponential; only if  the H am iltonian is independent o f  tim e does U(t) reduce to 
the fam iliar, sim ple exponential expression exp (iHt).
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derivation. For the first of these criteria
(CM*))) =  J K ( x °a))cos (“ d )  +  ■ ■— - sin (wtti) =  0, (A .19)
a  TTlofLOfy
one requires therm al averages of the Schrodinger operators x°a and p°a . These 
are found most easily using the ladder operators
t _  /m auja _n _  j 1
V 2h ° V 2 h m auja
“ »  =  JWx‘+‘\l2id̂;p°' ( A -2 0 )
where {({aa )e)) — ( ((a ^ f))  =  0 for any integer I  by virtue of the rais­
ing/lowering property of these operators. By rewriting the position and 
momentum operators in terms of the raising and lowering operators
P °a =  -  Qa)> ( A ‘2 1 )
it follows immediately that {(x°)) =  ((p°)) =  0. Consequently, the thermal 
average of the noise also vanishes.
For the second of these criteria
((//v (O .M O )) =  ({x°ax ° ) ) c o s ( u at)cos(u}y t')
Or 7
+ -----------   {(p°c,p°)) sin i ^a t )  sin ( to / )m au>0m ybjy
+  — ■— ((x°ap°)) cos (u a t) sin (u>yt')
+ —-— ({p0Qx ° J ) s m { u at )c o s { u y t') , (A.22)
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one requires therm al averages of the operators p°p°, and x°p°. These
are found by using the commutation relation [aQ,a^] =  8ari to rewrite each 
operator solely in terms of the thermal distribution function
for example,
« a«a“)> =  e0huI  _  1 =  " M ;  (A-23)
({ « ) )  = -— {(K + ai)K + al)))i m au)0
+ aaal})6Q, 7
2,771 QUJa
-  ■ [2 n ( u a) +  1 ]£<,,.
ZTnQu)a
h iL f  PtlUJa 
2  m a u>a
coth (A.24)
Similarly one finds that
n  n nw h m au 0 , f  Qhuja \  r
((PaPy)) =  — —  COth (A.25)
and
( « P ° »  =  - ( ( P o O )  = 4 < W  (A.26)2
Then the time-time correlation function becomes
h
( ( .M 0 //v (0 ) )  =  — '— coth ((3hu;Qf2) cos [u;0(t — t')]
a L l m aioa
~ 4 — -—  sin [w„(t -  t ')} \
2 m au a n )
= — f  J ( uj) (cos [w( t -  £')] coth (/3ku}j2)
7T JO t
-7.A sin [w(f -  f')]jdu;. (A.27)
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Note that with t — t', Eq. (A.27) is a statem ent of the quantum  Nyquist 
theorem, the quantity ft coth (/?/ku/2) being the quantum correction to the 
classical expression. Finally, by taking the limit ft —> 0 in Eq. (A.27), one 
obtains the required result
2 roo l ( t n \
liM ( f N {t ) fN {t'))) = —  - L i  cos M t - t ' ) \6 u >
h—0 pit  Jo LV
iim
03 p  7T JO 1 +  (Uj /ujc ) 2
2TjkBTS(t - 1’). (A.28)
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